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Kálmán Gábor: The Island of the Middle Class 

Introduction

The  group  about  youth  within  the  framework  of  Education's  Research  Institute  has  been  making 
inquiries on the Island since 1997. The fact - that our work has already been continued for four years 
- justifies in itself the necessity of hauling out the urging motifs and deliberations why we have started to 
investigate the Island in every August since the above mentioned date.

First  of  all,  the  theoretical  points  of  view should  be  repatriated.  We had  already  declared  in  the 
beginning of the nineties that Hungary was going to face the period of youth epoch-changing (Gábor,  
1993).

This thesis' essence is that adolescent life period becomes longer mainly because  of spending more 
and more time in varient schools. However, this phenomenon not onlv means time but also means changes 
in their life, in their status, to be more precise. Several factors must be emphasised in connection with youth 
status, first of all, they are forced to make early independent decisions and events formerly considered as a 
starting point of adult life period like starting a job, founding a family or the birth of the first child are 
pushed forward in their personal lives. The condition of enlarging adolescent life period is to have a larger 
autonomy of youth status to have a proper  financial, social and legal status, to have a consumer and civil 
status  -  describing it from  another point of view. It is not accidental that youth epoch changing among 
Western  European  youngsters  had  started  in  the  sixties  coincidentally  with  middle-
classification. The consequence of this process is that more and more students learn further and their 
consumer status gets more completed. A larger number of young people have own property, mainly such 
show business and vehicle industrial goods like radio, tape recorder, scooter, motorbike and lately the 
car. The social favours of learning youngsters became more and more widespread in that period and last 
but not  least the civil rights of youth became accepted as a result of radical student activities  in the late 
sixties: the acceptance of their civil status was the realisation of the necessity of a professional youth status 
in that life period.

The hypothesis of youth epoch changing's realisation in Hungary has emerged from the fact that the 
market economy based on self property and the civil democracy  have been operating in Hungary for 
several years, and that makes it possible and  necessary for more and more students to get involved in 
further education, to have an own consumer status and bigger independence and autonomy.

Our empirical research, started in the nineties, confirmed gradually that the layer of young people, who 
strengthen  in Hungary,  express  those patterns  in their consumer  status, life planning, orientation of 
values and patterns of behavior, which refer to youth epoch changing. Our local investigations initiated from 
Sopron and Tamási to Salgótarján and Heves signified clearly that one of the engines of change among 
Hungarian youngsters is the transformation of free time's role called more precisely the forming of the free 
time  scenario  The  problem  of  youth's  possible  alternatives  raised  more  significantly  in  Western 
European  debates  in  the  late  eighties,  which  got  embedded  in  the  discussions  about  the  future  of 
postindustrial  society  and  social  share  of  labour,  which  were  based  on  the  problems  of  societies' 
structural unemployment, technical innovation and share of incomes. Two scenarios were sketched during 
these debates in connection with youth:

The first is the scenario of unemployment  -  in Great Britain the „two countries"  model conserves a 
flexible labour reserve on the basis of handicapped people, which forms the secondary sector of duplicated 
labour markel There are undeniable social risks in connection with this scenario. The possibility of youth 
riots is only one of these, however there is an explosive effect of these riots in the case of including ethnic 
groups, since the youth of ethnic/racial minorities gradually identifies its unequality with institutionalised 
racism.

The other is the scenario of free time. According to the rescarchers' suppositions, the realisation of the 
screenplay of increasing spare time would abandon the existing stigma from young non-employees, who 
could be the basis of a new „workless" leisure class. Its move towards the scenario of labour can result the 
appreciation of learning and forming of professional  youth status,  and special  cultural  creativity of the 
young could get more valued too (L. Chisholm 1992).

To stress the results of local inquiries of the nineties is also important because of  having a „close" 
opinion  about  youngsters  is  not  only  a  conclusion  of  having  made  questionnaires  but  also  made 
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2 interviews due to the rule that we connected our work to single settlements. My young workmates met 
local  youth  on  the  streets,  in  their  favourite  music  clubs  and  pubs,  and  these  casual  mectings  were 
gradually integrated into our work, we asked them about their favourite places during the questionnaires, 
for  example.  We  recognised  a  definite  change  during  the  mapping  of  the  scenes  of  youth's  leisure 
activities. We could see how the leisure industry was emerging, from which we could read the Birmingham 
School's (prospering from the late sixties) stenciled studies, namely that built-out leisure industry became a 
significant part of youth's life not only in leisure activities but also in forming-showing-following patterns 
affected by leisure industrial services, media and consumer industry, finally in forming their life careers.

The start  of Island research  can as  much be explained with persorral  reasons as  with  the  above 
mentioned  theoretic  basic  statements  and  empiric  experiments.  The  personal  factor  can  partly  be 
spotlighted  by  my  own  gradually  growing  uncertainty  in  connection  with  my  planned  research 
programme, why I bother about leisure scenario  (Gábor 1995; Gábor 1996),  when everybody talks 
about the unemployment screenplay;  I felt that our questionnaires' purposes less and less frequently 
meet the youth's feelings and problems. The other personal factor is the circle of those followers whose 
own  questions  and  problem searching  attitude  urged  me to  continue  the  revision  of  the  research 
programme.  They initiated the Island programme, namely Balázs Vízer (who  was a sociologist 
student in the university of Szeged at that time and an ancient islander) and Katalin Baranyi, Éva Dudik, 
Zoltán Pataki and some other friends and  acquaintances who joined him. This was in 1997. Our first 
stay on the Island was not a real sociological survey, rather gathering of experiences, which consisted of 
observations,  interviews,  uncountable conversations  whose values became important  during the later 
work. Despite the primitive methods our 1997 Island survey was a basic one in my opinion. Our 
impressions were first verbalised in an interview: the Island belongs to the will-be middle class (Mária 
Bonifert, 1997). We confirmed this statement later in a study made written with Balázs Vízer: „one of the 
fundamental propositions of the Birmingham School that not everybody is equally included in consumer 
culture can also be interpreted in connection with the islanders: we can say from several aspects that the 
Island mainly belongs to the will-be middle class. First of all most of the participants are secondary school-
Teavers,  finalists  or employed  workers,  who had  worked  to  get  to  the  Island,  and  had  consciously 
planned their one-week stay there as a part of the summer programmes. Ön the other hand the islanders 
act like consumers,  their  consumption is  conform-like,  but  they also meet the patterns of elite  and 
alternative culture during consumption, and they fit to them" (Gábor-Vízer, 1998).

During the formulation of the hypothesis that the Island belongs to the middle  class an accidental 
part was included too: the date of 1997. In the spring of that year the participants of a conference called 
Social Transformation and Youth agreed, joining the opinion of László Lengyel, that the market economy 
based on self property had already built out in Hungary, whose basic characteristic feature is the massive 
role of  multinational  companies  and this especially changed the state of the young  (Gábor,  2000).  
Walking  on  Pepsi  Island  in  1997  the  Pepsi  advertisements,  phoning  youngsters  in  uncouritable 
telephone boxes, the appearance of mobile phones made as touchable the theoretical statements of the 
conference as the conversations with the islanders referring to their careers.

Our second hypothesis is also connected to the 1997 survey that „the Island as an entertainment 
form is reeated to the finished change of youth leisure activities. This process resulted another structure 
of labour/free time share, and raised the claim of  working and entertainment to a higher calibre: the 
youngster visiting the Island  festival studies and works intensively,  tries to plan life consciously,  and 
takes part in programmes hoping intensive amusement" (Gábor-Vízer, 1998).

Our  opinion  having  a  close  contact  with  the  first  two  theories  that  „the  history  of  realisation, 
organisation of the Island can be fit to the process of the formation of consumer industry and appears as a 
special kind of it  at tha same time; the Island is not a simple economic enterprise but a mixture of 
enterprise and financial assistance of the self government. Also the success of the Island is particularly 
due to the old and new representatives of alternative culture and cultural elite beside self governmental 
assistance and the community adventure the Island could give to the visitors"  Gábor-Vízer, 1998). So 
the Island can become the island of the middle class because the organisers and other assistants created 
such an event for young people, which not only fulfils but also shows patterns for the will-be middle 
class members, for the willbe citizens who can become coincidentally a burgier and a citoyen from the 
nineties, to draft in general. This can be called Island for the will-be middle class hypothesis.

It  was vitally important in 1998 that we had just fnished a huge local survey in Győr  about  youth 
before  the  Island  investigation,  which  had  included  primary  schoolleavers, secondary school, 
college and university students, the whole circle of learning voungs. We also mapped the sphere of 
cultural, social and leisure institutes connected  to the youth. In the thesislike summary made of 
the survey's results we stated that „our basic statement is that the youth of Győr reached a new 
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2 epoch the period of  learning youth. The formation of learning youth period connects strongly to 
the  social  transformation  which  has  finished  in  the  nineties.  This  larger  period  spent  in  school 
significantly redirects the role of youth related to the family and the state, their life  form, way of 
living  and  lile-planning  transform.  Youth  transforms  and  the  institutional  system  effecting  the 
situation  of  youth,  and  finaily  the  accommodation  to  work,  there  is  a  change  in  the  youth's 
conditions of integrating into the society of adults.

During the period of studies the youngsters spend more and more time with learning. Its 
condition is the transformation of educational structure. This process can also be observed in Győr, 
which was  eventually  driven  by the demographic  factor.  The  number of primary school-Teavers 
between 1989/90 and 1997/98 decreased almost half size.1 The increasing number of further learning 
students  signals  that  the  number  of  secondary  school  students  in  the  above  mentioned  period 
remained almost the same despite the demographic depression. The increasing period of learning 
is  also  signified  by  the  increasing  rate  of  students  learning  in  matriculation  giving  secondary 
schools. The rate of vocational school learners at the beginning of the mentioned period was 39%, 
and only 31% at the end of it, but the rate of high school learners changed from
18% to 23% and the rate of technical secondary school learners from 43% to 46%" (Gábor and 

mates, 1998).
It  was  declared  too  that  an  important  consequence  of  transformation  is  the  acceleration  of 

becoming independent. The key to this process is that youngs make decisions affecting their own 
personality  more earlier  but  due to  the increase  of  youth  life  period they are attached  to their 
families for a longer age and the character and system of central and self governmental assistances 
and  scholarships  have  a  bigger  effect  on  their  lives.  The  early  personal  independence  of 
youngsters  and  the  growth  of  youth  life  period  equally  result  that  youngs  become consumers 
earlier  and  for  a  longer  period  of  time  between  such  circumstances  when  they  do  not  or 
restrictedly have money or can not or hardly can earn the costs or credit necessary for consumption. 
The building out of youth consumer status is a challenge because it makes a gap between the 
person and the family in spite of having a great dependence on family especially in the case of 
working class and petit  bourgeoisie  families,  neverthless  the family and state  model based on 
authority  loses  position  against  advancing  family  and  state.  The  most  important  parts  and 
consequences of youth independence fit in with the experiences of 1997 Island survey, which can 
be summarised in the following points:

The dimensions of youth independence.  The most important areas of becoming  independent 
during the learning youth period are personal and consumer detachment and the change of life 
planning.  This  period  is  determined by the  contradiction which  rears  its  head  between  earlier 
personal independence (earlier sexual experiences for example) and later integration into the society 
of adults (studies, later start of work and later marriage, at the middle or the end of the twenties) and 
the necessity of earlier consumer freedom.

Personal freedom is given earlier. The students of Győr have sexual experiences and go out at an earlier 
age. This phenomenon which was mainly significant earlier for working class youngsters gradually becomes 
a characteristic feature of petit bourgeoisie (technical secondary and high school) persons, which also means 
that the conflict between personal independence of youth and the norms of adult society cannot be avoided.

The personal  freedom of youth and the endangerment.  Youngsters  during the  gaining  of  personal 
freedom form cultural patterns connected to their youth status through accommodation to different sub-
class-cultures or through conflicts with them.This statement can well be illustrated that gaining personal 
independence earlier can be observed at the group of youngsters which have the most conflicts with their 
parents,  with  adult  society,  with  its  institutions  and  they  outstandingly  stress  the  importance  of 
contemporary group. These are called youth centralists. We can sec, for example, in the case of judging 
the first sexual experience that among those primary school-Teavers who have their first sexual contact by the 
age of 15 46,9% smoke (the average is 19,6%), 46,9% drink alcohol (the average is 30,8%) and 34,7% have 
tried drugs within their friendly circle (the average is 15,4%). Similar tendency can be observed among both 
secondary school and university students, so it can be said that  earlier personal independence goes with 
increased endangerment.

The succession of personal independence is the appearance of youngs as  consumers. The number of 
consumer goods owning youngsters  increases,  first  of alt,  the number of  owners  of show business and 
vehicle industrial devices. Secondary school students are already more and more important consumers of 

1 The number of primary school pupils decreased from 15392 persons (school year of 1989/90) to 10230 (school year of 
1997/98). Nowadays the number of pupils is one third less than in 1989/90. The number of primary school-teavers was 2273 in 
1989/90 and 1276 in 1997/98, so today the number of school-Teavers is hardly more than 50% of the 1989/90 number.
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2 show business, fast food restaurants, vehicle industry, which makes more widespread the gaining of a bank 
account card beside driving license by the age of 17-18. The youth consumer freedom  depends on the 
material augmentation of the society, it is not random that this phenomenon can be observed most clearly 
among the youth of Győr according to our finished local surveys. An important side symptom of learning 
youth  epoch  is  that  the  young  become  one  of  the  most  important  target  groups  of  the  above 
mentioned  industries  (fashion,  consumer  and  sports  goods,  cultural,  leisure  services  etc.).  Nowadays 
consumption's  assimilitang  role  is  more  powerful  than  differentiating,  considering  the  youngs.  The 
example of Győr shows that basically there are no appriciatable differences between the parents 
of youngsters equipped with entertainment and vehicle industrial goods (for example motor bikes) and 
the gap  nearly disappears considering own goods (for example in the case of high school and vocational 
school students). We get the same results as we have a look at the basic condition of youth independence that 
two thirds of the youth has an own room and this rate even among the Iowest class primary school-teavers is 
almost 60%.

These  changes  generally  form  the  youth's  contacts  with  family  and  institutions  dealing  with  their 
problems. The increasing freedom of youngs results a radical break with traditional norms and values. The 
first sexual affair, the tear of a serious  relationship, the later marriage or its transformation into a long 
coexistence can mean not only early freedom or break with the family at the same time but also being 
more extradited and having conflicts with parents and adult society, increasing endangerment deriving 
from searching for identity.

Another important proceed of the Győr  survey in  connection with the Island  inquiry was that  the 
youngs starting on a carrier were included in the investigations. However in the case of carrier beginning 
youth in Győr we could see what kind of consequences could be observed of a transforming, dinamically 
improving economy during starting the first job. One of the formerly explained, basic economic changes 
is  the appearance of multinational companies. They play a nationwide role with new investments in the 
economic transformation  and life mainly through manpower  demand.The multinational companies like 
Audi and Philips in Győr gave 50%  of the  centrally preferred investments in Hungary. But it must be 
taken  into  consideration  that according to the calculations of Bertalan Diczházi  the bigger  (above one 
million dollars) investments meant quite a lot of capital and rather few - about 50 thousand new working 
places, but more than one tenth of these places came into being in Győr. It is also a special characteristic 
feature of Győr that the typical company playing a great historical and present role in the city's economic 
development is the home  directed, mainly manufacture industrial company group  producing goods for 
both  outer and inner markets, whose export activity is significant  and gradually plays a  greater role in 
regional life (Graboplast, Rába). But these companies laid claim to a larger manpower after the provisional 
crisis. Therefore the career starting youngsters live in an environment in which the rate of employees is 
one of the greatest (52,3% of the 15-74 year old population; the nationwide average is 46,7%), and the 
rate  of  unemployed  persons is  one of  the  lowest  (3,5%) within  the  same group of  population.  The 
peculiar situation of Győr is that lack of labour can be estimated. It turned out during the survey,  that 
the appearance  of  prosperous economy raises  several  problems too in the case of carrier starters, 
which can be summarised as follows:

The surveys showed that foreign based companies expect higherly skilled manpower as usual. The 
secondary and even more  frequently the highly skilled  persons are employed at these companies at a 
bigger rate (Laky 1998; Fazekas-Köllő 1997). The multinational companies restructured their expectations 
from several points of view in connection with labour. Though they employ skilled labour, the  directly 
used people basically do semi-skilled (monotonous) job,  which increases the  feeling of  uncertainty in 
employees  or that work gives only momentary safety.  So, as it  turned out, despite a certain lack of 
manpower, the fear of being unemployed or extradited have not released among career starters.2

The appearance of multinational companies strengthened the feeling in youth that school education 
does not give the skills satisfactory to get a proper job. (Less than one fifth of carrier beginners was only 
satisfied with education.) The above mentioned deficiencies are mainly that kind of attributes which refer 
to their own compatibility (appearance, special knowledge for example the structure of market economy, 
computer skill, correct information about jobs and - as a permanent problem - lack of language skill. 
Another important factor  is that there is an increased number of  attempts  in  order  to find a job:  the 
younger the examined people were, the higher was the number of tried workplaces.
The appearance of multinational companies increased the intensity of work or the  new companies 

gradually demand from the person to accept subordination, so the age of getting married and having a 
child is postponed - partly because of accommodation problems - and the career starters dependence on 

2 Our impression was as a result of interviews and asking thai these jobs show immense fluctuation. Our interviewees mentioned 
several times that their present job is only provisional despite their massive salaries.
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2 family  gets  bigger.  So multinational  companies  change the  way of  thinking,  the youngsters  feel  the 
importance of attempts and experiments during searching for a job but basically only those people have 
this opportunity whose family background is above the average levet.

More intensive work among career beginners accelerates the sudden advance of  consumer lifestyle  - 
they want to compensate intensive work with intensive entertainment.

The 1998 Island interviews fortified the demand for intensive work and amusement among youngs 
and  expectations  deriving  from  the  claim  to  massive  entertainment  -  the  Island  did  well  in  the 
examination.

Our  former  knowledge  was  included  in  the  1999  survey.  We  tried  to  plan  the  work 
thoroughly.  In that year our aim was to gain relevant data through mapping the islanders' society. 
The questionnaires were (illed in by 542 persons. We also formed margin areas based on interviews beside 
the questionnaires. These were the consumption of the young, tolerance and violence, internet surfers on 
the Island, the  role of religious groups on the festival, teenagers and the Z+ tent, minorities.  WC handled 
separately the connection between the Island and the press. The participants  of the 1999 survey were 
students  of  JATE  Sociology  Faculty,  members  of  ELTE  Politology  Faculty  and  intellectual  studies. 
Annamária  Dudik  played  a  great  role  in  the  1999  inquiry,  who  then  was  the  member  of  Youth 
Researching Group and Imre  Kabai  also did a tremendous job, who coordinated the arrangement and 
assessment of questionnaires as a member of the Present-research Group.

This study is not a research report but a summary of the most important results and dilemmas of the past 
investigations in order to inform a wider range of people. Our goal is to help the reader to comprehend the 
construction of our work for the sake of sharing the difficulties and theoretical-methodological problems with 
those people who do or want to do the same kind of research. The realisation of this study was helped by 
a lot of people. First of alt, I would like to stress the role of Annamária Dudik then Katalin Baranyi, Judit Kende, 
Bálint Komenczi, erika Pató and Balázs Vízer. I would also like to thank the assistance of Ágnes Losonczi 
and István Kemény. 

The Island of the Middle Class The Island's History - Press Reference

In 1993 Péter Müller the singer of the band called Sziámi and Károly Gerendás the  manager of the 
band came up with the idea that a youth camp should be organised on the island of Óbuda where 
cultural and music events could be presented. "Let's gather and spend a week together",  "Bring 
tents,  friends  and  fend  new  ones"  (www.matav.net/sziget98/sajto/azelstv.htm9  -  formulated 
wisely the organisers the message of the festival in order to restore the communal feeling of one-time 
construction camps, "here gathered up to have a rest the fun-seeking, more deviant than usual youngs 
after the first round of regime's changing" (HVG, 1997/32). However,  the Student Island started as a 
one-week, summer finale, as a cultural camping.  According to an article Péter Müller got 500 000 
HUF from his parents to buy a fiat,  that was the cash fund. The organisers established the Island 
Cultural Manager Office Ltd., which is still the main organiser of the festival. The pair could not even 
have guessed then that their festival was going to become one of the largest rock events  within 3-4 
years. The most important alternative bands of Hungarian music played on five stages and there were 
also theatre programmes, games, sport events and cinemas - 43 000 visitors went to festival.

That  number  was  143  000  in  1994  on  Student  Island-Eurowoodstock  Festival,  which  was  a 
reminder of the legendary Woodstock event's 25th anniversary. Foreign guest stars also appeared on 
the  festival's  18  stages  and  there  were  original  woodstockers  among  them.  The  number  of 
programmes increased to 350, news, an own radio and art programmes were also initiated. The 1994 
show became a huge success, the Festival Welfare Service as the only festival qualifying organisation 
of the world simply announced it the world's best event. But the organisers suffered a twenty million 
HUF loss.

The name changed to Island '95 in 1995 in order to involve other groups in the event not only students. The 
festival showed a deficit, there were only a few Financial aids, the ticket prices were too low, but its 
variety became even wider: 580 events on 19 stages. The Island's increasing financial deficit forced the 
organisers to seek sponsors and the Pepsi Cola offered a sponsorship, 300 000 USD every year, so this company 
owns the festival now. The name of the festival has been Pepsi Island since 1996. Market saw an 
opportunity in the Island so losses decreased due to that process. The other main sponsor is Music 
Television, the omnipotent medium of pop industry, which gave 700 000 USD worth free advertisement to the 
festival. Programmes of high standard attracted 260 000 visitors. A certain enrichment can be observed in 
connection with the single events. The real message of the event is to show alternatives against the 
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2 consumption oriented world of commercial televisions, which confined the individuals from one another. 
The Island's main attribute is multicolourness, the tolerant coexistence of different subcultures.

The  media's  judgement  changed  completely  about  the  Island  by  1996-97,  the  rigid  antipathy 
disappeared. Colourful events, more stages, more programmes, more visitors. This festival attitude attracts 
and repels youngs, the "real islanders" dislike the "bazaar" feeling, they belong to the 1993 puritan, simple 
but great treasure island.

But the Island got tamed and more civil at the same time as Gábor Fodor, free democrat  member of 
parliament stated wisely: "the era of cola has come". (Age of Cola. Kurír, 26.08.1997)

"The  most  dirty  rockers  and  punks  are  out,  my  beer  is  not  attacked  in  every  moment,  no 
begging, no wallowing drunks" discovered the new atmosphere the great islander, Péter Uj, journalist of 
the Népszabadság (Péter Uj: Class meeting. Népszabadság, 15.08.1998).

The  sixth  Island  with  its  more  attractive  programmes  hosted  260  000  visitors.  The  Island  still 
concentrated  on  concerts,  the  more  than  20  stages  represented  so  many  different  genres  that  nearly 
everything  was  audible:  alternative,  hard  rock,  disco,  techno.  An  outstanding  attention  was  paid  to 
interaction and communication beside  music,  drug-help tents, environmental  forums, peace movements 
were invited, free university, cinema and theatre waited for the participants.

The writing titled Treasure Island transmitted interesting ideas about the festival:
"Formerly it was a bearly protectable postsocialist popfestival. Beyond this  judgement the media also 

suggested - assisted by a throng of citizens feeling revulsion of mass events and the elite - that these days 
were  the bacchanalian  of  cretins  where  drinking,  drugtaking and nihilistic  youngsters  burnt  down the 
house.  But  capital,  marketing  and  media  changed  the  image  and  the  public  opinion.  The  broken, 
depressed, nostalgic feeling has gone, up-to-date behaviour, energy and later an active  life deriving 
from it are on." (Népszabadság, 22.08.1997, 11.p.)

"The Pepsi Island turned out to live an own life during these seven years, established a tradition and a 
lifestyle, everybody knows it, everybody has an opinion about it. Pepsi Island is a town in the city, where 
everybody can fend their programmes, can have fun with friends, can get acquainted with others - can walk, 
look around, entertain, listen to world stars every single night" -  declares  the web site of the  Student 
Island.

Town in the City

The Pepsi Island created in 1993 and formerly known as Student Island is traditionally arranged in the 
first half of August on the island of Óbuda. It was taken into consideration by timing that most people have 
already finished their summer vacations  by the beginning of the month and, first of all, the weather 
conditions (which is really important for an open festival); there are no heavy rainfalls in this period yet. 
Lately the beginning was presented in about a week earlier not to cross the way of other events but the 
arrangement  basically  did  not  change:  generally  it  opens  on  Wednesday  in  order  to  accelerate  the 
machine by the end of the week - they expect the most visitors by the end of the week, by the shows of 
the big stars; the shows end on the next Tuesday. The permanent rush around the Island already starts 
several weeks before the start, when the advertisement, press, tv and radio campaign begins. The more 
money was invested in adverts the more professional and attractive they became. While the organisers 
themselves  made  this  job  at  the  beginning  with  primitive  methods,  today  we  can  see  the  Island 
everywhere -  on television, on hoardings, on free  post cards. Two host figures appeared in the 1999 
campaign beside the organisers, St  and Izil, who lent an accelerated, funny atmosphere to the Pepsi 
Island. What is more, the will-be visitors of the festival can find little questionnaires in the programme 
guides  to  contribute  with  their  wishes  about  musicians  to  the  events  and  this  helps  to  create  a 
community feeling.

At the city railway terminus in Batthyány square - from where it is the easiest to get to the Island - 
different groups of youngsters can almost permanently be seen meet the others or wait for the railway. 
The rush hours start in the morning and in the late afternoon, but there is plenty of moving in the other 
parts of the day. The rail is usually full of islanders who can easily be recognised through clothing and 
behaviour.  The  entrance  of  the  Island  can  be  approached  through  a  route  secured  in  advance  by 
policemen from the stop of Filatori Dam in order to avoid the complaints of the inhabitants. Wherever this 
path widens, groups of people gather in knots to wait for their mates, for advice or to beg money to buy 
the ticket.

The tickets and mandatory identity plastic arm-bands are sold near the main entrance and the VIP 
tickets can also be picked up here. The colour of these arm bands changes Bach year but basically there 
are three types. There is a day band changing its colour every single day, a VIP band, which is especially 
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2 given to media representatives and the workers' one-week band (organisers and service staff). The main 
organisers get pictured pass cards.  These bands must be put on before entering  so the shirkers can 
almost absolutely be found. Security guards check the visitors at the main entrance. Weaponlike things, 
glasses, chains are not allowed, and sometimes a drug seeking dog appears, too.

Those who are successful  in entering the Island's "atelier" after a short empty area  (it is a taxi 
station by night), where the information centre, message wall and telephone boxes can be found. The 
information centre offers programmes, services, looks for the owners of lost and stolen properties, gives 
advice about timetables in several languages. The path doubles from here surrounded by shopping and 
fast food tents and caravans, which offer every kind of goods and services. There are pub tents, grillers, 
pizza  makers,  hamburger  and  hot  dog  caravans,  fast  food  restaurants  of  exotic  cuisines,  vegetable 
shopkeepers, small food shops, cheap meal cookers for poor visitors and free food of the Krsna members. 
There are other claims beside direct consumption  to fulfill: Cds, books, sport equipment, second hand 
clothing, jewelry, tapes can also be bought along the pavements and what is more, who plan for a longer 
period of time can join other journeys with the help of the offices of travel agencies. Who run out of money 
can draw money from their bank accounts.

Most of the islanders mainly spend their time with walking, looking around and buying goods along the 
main routes. This activity is only disturbed by Krsna demonstrations and food supplying trucks - cars 
can hardly be seen. The importance of consumption is exactly represented by the heavy advert and 
marketing activity of tobacco, soft drink and other companies.

The main routes separate a huge rectangle shaped grassy area, where several pub tents and stages can 
be found. The single stages generally represent certain music styles. The programmes of the Irish-Celtic, 
Folk and World Music or Blues-Rock stages, of course, can easily be described. The mainstreams of 
techno also appear here year by year in different forms, there is a problematic bass volumed dance tent 
beside the frequent  tent  of  No tresp.  The  dance music  of  old  festivais  (formerly considered to  be 
outdated) also reappeared due to comeback tendencies. This strict musical confinement is not typical of 
Bahia, Banán, Wanted or Z+ stages' musicians, but there is only a slight difference between them due to 
the early  years'  routine  and friendlycommercial  contacts,  which  directed  these  stages'  image  -  the 
owners  of  these scenes  are often publishing companies, commercial televisions, music magazines or 
music clubs.

The most attractive scene is definitely the main stages standing in the middie of  the  area.  The 
programme recently starts at 3 o'clock, formerly at 4, a well-known Hungarian band plays first and 
the programmes go on until half past ten. The first famous Western European band usually starts at 6, 
then comes a Hungarian band and eventually the real star, the engine of the night. The foreign bands 
playing on the Island have longer, 90 minutes shows than usual. The different stars usually represent a 
wilder range of genres, since folk, punk, rap, heavy metal, techno and hardly classifiable bands always 
appear in the festival. Names invited year by year depend on several factors (beside a certain amount of 
cash, which is separated for these aims) like  the programmes of more and more European and North 
American  festivais,  which  can  overwhelm the  offerings  of  Island  organisers,  like  the  actual  record 
publications,  which  can  determine  the  tours  of  bands,  or  the  stars'  caprices,  which can  ruin every 
detailed  and  planned  programme.  Despite  these  difficulties  there  are  frequent  returners  like 
Chumbawamba and New Model Army.

The bigger pub tents are run by well-known Budapest or countryside clubs: they move to the festival 
with the whole staff. Certainly the friends and regular customers follow them but beside these people 
other individuals also visit these places because  the near  stages  and tents'  audience use the nearest 
pubs.

The islanders can also get acquainted with the great variety of different religions, faiths and estates 
walking down the Street of organisations. Opportunities to get used  to them, to choose,  to decide 
like  Zsolt  Bartha,  the  pastor  of  Whitsun  celebrators  said,  "what  can be found in the street  of 
organisations and on the Island is the essence of Europe. I think it is necessary for youth to get direct 
information about Hare Krsna,  Tibetians, Christians in order to be able to make personal decisions in 
life".

Naturally the first morning is the most crowded moment: that is when the wholeweek ticket campingers 
arrive to get in soon and fend a place for the tent. The returners usually try to get to the same place 
to help their Island acquaintances and  friends to find them again. The bigger groups stand their tents 
close to each other and people coming from the same place often take boards on their tents with funny 
messages and with the name of their towns. Although the tents can be found nearly everywhere (the staff 
sleeps and relaxes in tents too), the central tent town lies in the central grassy area where plastic stripes 
signal  the way to  ease traffic.  The blue portable  toilettes used on constructions and the larger  urinal 
wagoons can be found almost everywhere, so the hygienic circumstances do not cause serious problems. 
Washing and showering can be accomplished in bath containers after some queuing  -  but it is worth 
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2 waiting  because  there  is  always  dirt  on  the  Island.  The  real  centre  of  the  Island  is  the  general 
headquarters of the organisers,  the Boathouse. Here are the organising  offices, the editorial board of 
Sziget Sun, the newspaper of the Island, the studio of Sziget Radio and the extremely popular Sziget 
News broadcasted before movies in the  open cinema, the luggage room and the department of lost 
properties. The privileged  organisers stay in the near Honvéd holiday home, but its swimming pool can 
also be visited by the VIPs. Like everywhere else, security companies maintain order and look after the 
technical equipment here and let get into certain areas only those persons who have the right to enter or 
force to leave those whose day tickets have become invalid. Their work is generally not fully accepted, 
because youth can hardly bear prohibitions but their presence simply cannot be avoided.

The sudden growth of the Island (300 000 visitors) and the background of this unique boom can well 
be felt in the district called Sun City, first installed in 1999, so it can be useful to have a look at it. The 
City lies in a margin area separated from the other parts and its situation represents its role well. It 
offers  entertainment  opportunities in a different  environment based on formerly pointed angles for a 
certain group of people. The place expresses comfort, peace and quality.

Sun City is run by the owners of Roxy Radio and Dokk Bistro of Óbuda. Dokk Bistro is a fashionable 
restaurant on the island of Obuda, which has been operating for exactly two years. Its collapsed outlook 
can threaten the beholder but actually it is an exclusive club. The Roxy Radio is a new commercial radio 
station generaily transmitting music and can only be caught around Budapest. Its profile, programmes and 
order is basically arranged to satisfy the claims and opinions of the 18-35-year-old generations. The radio 
permanently observes and analyses this generation's  way of  thinking. According to the owner, it is a 
station planned for profit. Everything is controlled by this discipline, the news, the games, adverts 
and music. Roxy Radio and  Dokk Bistro came across Pepsi Island that year for the first time because 
the organisers  wanted  to  establish such a place  then,  which follows  another  way,  offers  other  prices, 
circumstances for those who do not enjoy the Island in general, who can and want to pay for this exclusive 
environment. The aura of the place is determined by Roxy Radio's music and programmes. The Dokk 
Bistro is responsible for the proper environment, for every single part of full service and perfect release 
and they only want those few who fit to the solvent group expected by the Dokk.

The City can be divided into three parts: the main area is the bar. Impressive buckler, uncountable kind of 
drinks, open grill - the palm trees and deck-chairs represent an unusual Island atmosphere. This furniture 
tries to recall the seashore holiday of wealthy people. Regularly those guests linger here who spent a lot 
of time in Sun City or come back often. Here take seats the friends and acquaintances of the owner and 
musicians, hacks, public personalities and foreigners. These guests form the most important group which 
consumes massively, which lay claim to the different expensive services of Sun City. The second part is the 
far tables. This area does not belong to the realm of the parasol already but supplied by the restaurant and 
the bar. Here sit down the occasional consumers with less cash to waste. These youngs usually buv a drink 
and have a chat for a long time.

The third, margin area of the City is the swimming pool. Consumption is not significant here. The 
people using this service have come for a couple of days and want to swim and relax in a slightly different 
way or want to flee from the hot weather. They neglect the buckler, their drinks are carried from outer pubs, 
they find Sun City far too expensive, they visit the place only because of the pool.

These  parts  are  not  equally  attached  to  each  other.  The  two  inner  parts  have  a  fairly  close 
relationship; the third area can be definitely separated. These differences can also be seen well enough 
according to clothing and the proportion of day and week  ticket owners.  Though there is a difference 
between the guests' daytime and night  outlook, it can be stated that the guests of the inner circle wear 
more expensive clothes and the „outsiders" stand closer to the reality of Island fashion - cheaper but more 
vouthlike pieces.

The Island's life  has an own pace and it  is  hard to diagnose,  that  this forms the  structure  of  the 
programmes or reverse, whether it has shaped through the  programmes. The day on the Island begins 
rather late, about 10 or 11, though there are always several warriors who have stayed up till then. The first 
programmes are certainly washing, having breakfast, loitering and sunbathing in front of the tents. Real life 
only begins at the beginning of the afternoon although a couple of programmes start around noon. These 
ones are generally cultural, sport, free university and theatre events. The different places almost compete 
with each other for visitors, they keep  lectures, organise theatre events, performances or movie shows. 
There are year by year returners, social scientists and journalists who sometimes even take the role of the 
host.  Those who came with their  children can  also fend the proper  programmes  in  this  period, 
when the tents of funds and civil organisations are also pretty crowded. The Hungarian drug prevention, 
alcohol fighting,  family helping, peace and sexual enlighting organisations and small estates represent 
themselves every year. A large part of them also make questionnaires beside direct advising in order 
to pass knowledge in  another way, but they mainly contribute with their work to the great variety and 
free time utilising.
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2 Programmes only end on the main stage at 11 p.m., the other scenes full of concerts keep on operating till 

dawn but people often do not leave even then, they stay up to dance. The atmosphere of the late night 

shows have been a bit shadowed since 1998 because most of the stages have been covered with noise 

absorbing tents in order to protect the district's peace. Although lots of people leave with the lant city 

railway or with the night buses running in every hour, most of the places remain crowded because dj-s try to 

keep the pace of the night especially last night when the festival turns into a real dance carneval. But this 

finale is often neglected by a lot of campingers who want to catch their trains in the morning. 

The Island of the Middle Class
"I think there are returners. They are those who gather in knots to talk, who do not defrnitely wallow everywhere, 

however keep on walking and feel good - they get together by tTze end of the festival. We also got acquainted with  
our mates that way, we lived in a common area eventually after a huge flood. Then there are the new ones, those 
who provoke, who run your clothes down, who sneer at irregular clothing. I was sitting yesterday at the information  
for halfan hour and saw so many people who can be run down. If alt these were pissed, then the  island should be 
something where people sit and curse the others all the time. That is the other kind. And there is a transitional layer  
basically they are all  riglit.  Omnivores. They roam,  nothing radical in clothing, regular people with day tickets.  
And certainly the punks, but they  decline. So the group, to which they belang, which was able to get the mony in the  
railway stop in about ten minutes some years ago, is starving now. Now they can 't, it is so expensive, they disappear 
Rather those come in, I guess, who can indulge. There are even less beggers, I haven't even been stopped far a cigarette  
yet, only by my friends, but it is not the same, my drink was only begged one time during four days by a punker  
who I have know,j for ages, money, only once, a guy wanted to buy his day ticket, years ago, I was stopped in every  
fave minutes to give some tasli. "

We can assure according to the previous and present surveys that the Island belongs to the middle class 
or to the financially improving young citizens. This statement need to be explained beside the verification 
because the notion of middle class-ification must be described.

Middle Ciassification in Western Europe

Middle class and middle classification stressing theories emerged in the sixties in sociology connected to 
the social  transformation,  which  had  proceeded  according  to  the  three  following  aspects  in  industrial 
societies from the fifties: economic growth, change of society's inner structure and labour attributes and 
transformation of especially the working class' lifestyle related to other classes' levei.

In Hungary István Kemény pointed out in his essay titled The working class and scientific-technical 
revolution  that  "every  work  and  concept  starts  from  the  review  of  industrial  development  and 
separates periods within that era: the meaning of a begun, beginning or future period is given by the 
relationship with the other periods". An essential work about economic growth' interpretation is the 
Condition of Economic Progress by Colin Clark published in 1940. Clark separates three sectors of 
economic life: "the first is agriculture, the second is industry (including mining and building industry), 
the third is the rest, that is called tercier sector".  (Kemény,  1974-76)  Clark assumes that „technical levet, 
productivity of labour and output per capita improve unequally. The second sector develops the fastest, 
the first is slower, the third is the  slowest."  (Kemény,  1974-76)  According to Fouriestie, the society will 
reach the levei within a few decades when only 10-16% of manpower works in the first sector and 85-
90% works in the third, in the field of service."  (Kemény,  1974-76)  The theory of  improvement periods 
became widespread alt over the world due to two authors. The  first is Raymond Aron, who kept 
lectures  based  on  Clark  and  Fouriestie  in  Sorbonne  in  1955-56  titled  Eighteen  Lectures  about 
Industrial Society,  from when the notion of  industrial society spread ali over the world. The other, 
whose work was even more important in connection with the general theory of industrial society, was 
WW. Rostow's book called The Stages of Economic Growth published in 1960. "The next step in the 
evolution  of  improvement  periods'  theory  was  the  emerging  concept  of  post-industrial  society." 
(Kemény,  1974-76) The theory of post-industrial society was  worked out parallelly by Raymond Aron 
and Daniel Bell, but the most exact description of the notion is given by Bell in his 1973 book titled 
The Coming of PostIndustrial Society. Bell says that if we take a look at the trajectory of industrialisation 
-  when machines gradually replace people  -,  we can recognise that industrial worker disappears. The 
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2 rate of factory workers will reduce to the levei of farmers in labour system by the end of the century, 
new categories will emerge fitting to the new labour demand. In this process intellectuais and technical 
professionals replace factory workers and that new layer of labour will be the leading group of society 
considering  jobs.  A  new,  double  revolution  proceeds  in  the  structure  of  employing:  if  profession 
determines manners, then it generates a revolution in society's class structure. The transformation of 
output and profession's character is one side of post-industrial society coming to foreground.  (Bell,  
1973)

Daniel Bell separates three eras in his book: pre-industrial, industrial and postindustrial society. 
We stress  his  statements  about  post-industrial  society  in  our  present  approach. According to 
Bell,  post-industrial  society  is  based  on  services.  Therefore  it  is  an  interpersonal  game.  Not 
physical  power or energy accounts but information. The central person is the intellectual; they 
can add the skill deriving from education, which is increasingly needed in post-industrial society.The 
post-industrial society is determined by the quantity of properties, on which living standard depends, 
postindustrial industry is determined by the quality of life, which can be measured through services and 
life improving things - health care, education, entertainment and arts; things that everybody longs 
for and can reach. (Bell, 1973)

Scientific literature stresses several factors of middie ciassification in Western European welfare 
countries.

The  first  is  the  transformation  of  technics:  the  automatisation,  permanent  output  process, 
computers, emerging of research labs, decline of traditional machine industrial technics.

The second  is  the  transformation  of  a  company's  managing  system and  structure,  the human 
factors, the stress of Human Relations, the disappearance of strictly regulating leading style.

The third and most contraversial factor is the assumed balance of salaries and living standards in the 
traditional middle and working class. The fourth is a straight  consequence of the salaries' stable growth, 
this is the transformation of consumer structure within the largest part of working class. Different long-term 
consumer goods become widespread: Tvs, record players, washing machines, vacuum cleaners. More and 
more factory workers have own cars and houses reaching the jealously protected hunting area of the middle 
class. (Coldthorpe, J-Lockwood, D-Bachhofer, F-Platt, 1969, 8.p.) 

The fifth aspect is the change in the settlements' ecological structure: generations of workers lived 
together  in  traditional  worker  housing  estates;  one  of  the  most  important  link  within  their  social 
organisation and culture was the network of relatives.  Boys and girls  lived next to their parents and 
relatives and mainly kept contacts with them. This coexistence resulted in a strong social control, which 
stabilised habits, claims, endeavours  and norms of community life.  But in new suburbs and honsing 
estates workers do not live with their relatives anymore, contact is usually over, the old social control runs 
out of time; they fit to new habits, their claims and urges get under the authority of their middle class 
neighbours and telecommunication.3

The sixth factor is the transformation of lifestyle driven by the change in the  consumer  and the 
settlements' ecological structure. This new lifestyle is simply the takeover of middle class'. The new 
consumer structure and the house is also a part of the new lifestyle. These two parts are added with 
such aspects like the transformation  of family planning. According to the assumptions, administrators 
having lower duties want less children because they want to secure the mobility of their children above 
ali.  For  they  can  only achieve  the  necessary  material  goods  for  one  or  two children  out  of  their 
relatively low income. (Wrong, Dennis 1966) Certain members of middle classification theory suppose a 
great amount of working class members took over the obvious life planning of the middle class. Family 
planning became widespread recently. If a worker recognises that he can have an effect on the structure of 
his family then he gets into conflict with his wishes of having children and his fears of making too tiring 
efforts. Probably life planning is the most important device of welfare among factory workers.  (Zweig,  
Ferdinand 1961)

Formerly the worker wives broke with their jobs after the birth of the first child and did not continue 
till the children grew up. The period of preparing for birth and relaxing after it ends sooner by worker 
wives because of the decrease of children's number, so much more women go back to work and much 
earlier than previousiy. The same change was observed in connection with the endeavours of children's 
future. More and more worker parents try to put their child into high schools and more people would like 
to see their children as intellectual workers. It is really significant in this matter thai we can state growing 
rate numbers within only a slight difference of successive years. (Glass 1954; Goldthorpe, John-Lockwood,  
David-Bachhofer, Frank-Platt, Jennifer 1969)

The processes started in the sixties have been fulfilled by the nineties in the  economies of 

3  Whyte considers American suburbs as second meiting pots, where class differences disappear.
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2 developed  industrial  countries.  Szamuely  writes:  „the  most  astonishing  structural  change  in  the 
economy  of  developed  industrial  countries  was  in  the  past  two  decades  that  the  industry  and 
generally  the  whole  sector  producing  material  goods  (agriculture,  mining,  building  and 
manufacturing industry)  has lost its pole position in employing. A historical turn proceeded first 
in  the  US,  Canada  and  Australia  at  the  end  of  the  fifries  and  then  in  Japan  and  the  European 
Community's countries at the middle of the seventies that more than half of the population, the earners 
(to be more precise)  are employed in the service sector."  (Szamuely 1992, 22.p.) We can see írom the 
table made by Szamuely that the rate of employees in the service sector was 70,5% in 1989 within the 
US as an OECD country, 66,9% in the UK, 63,5% in France and 56,5% in West Germany. (Szamuely 1992,  
24-25.p) The author describes that "a tremendous part of modern service sector's activity does not even 
deal  with  serving  people,  however  it  is  an  unfinished  part  of  production.  Transport,  storing  and 
telecommunication are such like that." (Szamuely 1992, 23.p.) He stresses that "commercial and Financial 
services mean a huge sphere" and health care and education can be ranked first and then he mentions the 
classical version of services, the personal field.  (Szamuely  1992, 23.p.)  Almost  half  of  the  service 
sector  employees  work  in  the  social  sphere  (administration,  health care, education) in the US, 
UK, France and West Germany (45,8; 46; 42,5 and 39%). Szamuelly calls attention to that "technics can 
rather the less substitute people  in producing and transmitting new knowledge and skill  -  in the 
sphere  of  "information  economy"  and  the  improvement  of  modern  economies  exactly  depends  on 
enriching  knowledge  and  application  of  useful  technologies.  Therefore  the  sudden  growth  of 
information producing and analysing workers is necessary, but the result of their  activity results in the 
labour demand's decline in the information utilising field  (producing material goods and giving certain 
services)." (Szamuely 1992, 37.p.) He spotlights another rule that services become relatively expensive. 
Its consequences are that "the long termed consumer rate of material goods do not decrease" and a 10-20-
year-old phenomenon that "partly buying of paid services turns into a „do it yourself 'like home activity." 
(Szamuely 1992, 39.p.) Szamuely also stresses that "while the relative increase of services pulis back the 
demand of paid services, the costs and usage of centrally financed social services grow swiftly because of 
the same reason." (Szamuely 1992, 39.p.)

So the change of industrial society has a strong contact with the regularity that the development of 
service field and economic efficiency are connected.  And  administration, education and health care 
play an  outstanding role  in  it.  "Ali  three  have  the  attribute,  that  technical-scientific  development  here 
increases the quality of activities but it is hardly able to substitute human power and to grow "productivity." 
(Szamuely 1992, 42.p.)

The middle classification of developed industrial societies proceeding from the sixties and the change of 
social  and economic structure form the base of such a great  growth of higher  education,  which can be 
observed in the developed world. The number of students per 100 000 inhabitants almost doubled between 
the school years of 1975/76 and 1989/90 from the UK to West Germany (A. Ladányi 1991, 21,p.)

Middle Classification in Hungary

The difference of Hungarian middle classification from the Western European direction relates to the lack 
of change in either the economy or middle classification. But it does not mean that this process has not 
started in the second part of the sixties, when it was strongly connected to the birth of second economy. 
Hungarian middle classification is a side effect of evolving and non-existing embourgeoisement. Kemény 
was the first author who raised the issue of second economy's close relationship with embourgeoisement 
and with the social processes of socialism, and he pointed out first its social, political reasons when he 
stressed that the beginning of the phenomenon had been the start of the sixties, when the communist 
power  had been  forced  to  make  compromises  with  different  groups  of  the  society  (Kemény  1978).  
Szelényi worked on the problem in the eighties (Szelényl 1992). So it can be seen that its role and impact 
was restricted. We can consider in this period the forming of a new working class as the Hungarian middle 
classification's starting point (Kemény 1972).

We do not describe the different groups of new working class, we would just like to stress some 
essential  parts of middle ciassification. The first is  the urbanisation  of  life circumstances:  village 
workers  who do not move to the town and „if the wife  or a member of the family works in the 
cooperative,  where  there  is  land,  agricultural  property  and  they  breed  animals,  grow  fruits  and 
vegetables, then the husband's salary - and if there is another industrial worker in the family, his too - 
can be spent on building a house, buying furniture and long term consumer goods"  (Kemény 
1972).

The actual conditions of middle classification formed after the collapse of socialism, since there was 
only "pre-embourgeoisement" in the socialist state (Kemény 1991). Neverthless, the approach of Kemény 
makes  possible  that  how the  Hungarian  society  approaches  civil  societies  in  reality the sociological 
theory must approach and pay attention to western thoughts in the same way, so we have to return 
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2 to  the  sociological  usage  of  middle  classification  mainly  concerning  the  youth.  It  is  important  to 
emphasise  that  we  use  the  word  middle  classification  strongly  related  to  embourgeoisement 
(Kemény 1991).

The problem of middle class-ification was determined by the forming of a new class structure, in 
which  building  out  self  property  and  market  structure  played  the  most  significant  role.  The 
establishment  of  the  institutions,  which  are  the  real  fundamentals  of  independence  and 
embourgeoisement: civil capital, economic life  based on market was completed by the nineties. It  is 
the process that has created the new class structure of society and can be observed in the second part of 
the nineties.  Hungarian economy became a member of global world economy. The private and  market 
sphere of economy came into being and the big economic organisations were  reconstructed.  "At the 
beginning of privatisation there were about 1000 companies in 1990.  Today the number of enterprises 
running double entry is about  130 000  and the  number of those which run single entry is about 300 000"  
(Matolcsy and mates  2000, 48.p.). As the result of strong capital investments the biggest European and 
worldwide multinational companies appeared in Hungary. There were also basic changes in the national 
economic sectors, we can see the sudden growth of tercier sections mainly after  1995 (Matolcsy and mates 
2000, 50.p.). The number of higher education students more than doubled in that period (between 
1989/90 and 1997/98): it changed from  100868 to 233657.4

Middle Classification and Learning Youth Period

The  society's  middle  ciassification  basically  changes  the  state  and  lifeform  of  youth.  The  most 
important  change of lifeform is the education and para,'lelly the  growing role of consumer goods in 
the families of youngsters, the change of living circumstances etc. These changes help the independence of 
youth (own room, leaving home because of learning) accelerate youth epoch changing.

The result of epoch changing is learning youth period when youth age is a relatively independent life 
period within whose framework form the specific social  existence methods, cultural forms and patterns 
of  political-social  orientation.  In  this  type  of  youth  period  the  differentiated  system  of  educational 
institutions and organising power produced by educational life trajectories become significant. This grown 
youth  life  period  is  more  than  attachment  to  educational  institutions.  The  peculiar  attributes  of  these 
careers are connected to the life period's out of school and leisure lifestyle and trying out of sexuality and 
coexistence are also important. (It has already become widespread among youth researchers in the eighties 
to taik about  youth's "enschoolment" or "scholarisation" in order to catch the transformation of youth  life 
period (Hurrelmann 1985; Zinnecker 1987). It is stressed that there are more and more students among the 
young during the age of 15-19 and 20-24 and they leave school later and later.)

The autonomy of  youth life  period increases  in the learning youth  period due to the attendance of 
relatively free educational institutions. The composition of secondary school students changed significantly 
between 1985/86 and 1996/97 in Hungary. The rate of high school students changed from 20,8% to 27,2%, 
the technical secondary school students' from 26% to 34,7% and the vocational school students' from 43,8% 
to 31,9% in the above mentioned period. The number of admitted students in higher  education changed 
from the 1987 year 160007 to the 1996 39221 persons (Gábor Halász - Judit Lannert (ed.) 1997).

The youth's commitment towards the institutions of adult society decreases (at least in comparison with 
provisional youth life period), in which waging means being subordinated to the system of family. The youth 
era is not restricted to career gained  by school-dependant skills. A great variety of careers not attached to 
school exists in the field of pop music, sports, political movements etc.

Youth in the learning period is temporarily freed from the pressure of adult existence, which makes 
possible to a higher percent of students to produce cultural capital due to the greater amount of time 
for qualifying. Through the lengthening of learning period (aimed tasks and production forces are not 
included) such a learning vouth period comes into being relatively free from waging activity, which lets 
more space to personal timetables and actions. So youth life period tendenciously becomes the period of 
lounging (Thorstein Veblen), which "demonstrates idling" towards other social groups (Veblen  
1975). The general and lengthened attendance of schools creates a lifestyle within youth, which 
deeply moves beyond the direct teacher-student scene of school and university. Youth life period spreads 
over further life spheres: youngs are temporarily exempted from founding a family by society and young 
citizens gain an own status.

However, learning youth period is when the role of school gets appraised: youngs spend more time in 
school  and  school  determines  their  further  careers,  the  later  start  of  working,  marriage  and  having 
children fits to this. Another essential attribute of it is that the inspecting role of the settlement, family and 
neighbour  relationships  decline  while  the  role  of  media  and  consumer  industry  is  amplifying.  But 

4 Record: Statisztikai tájékoztató. Felsőoktatás 1997/98. Bp. Ministry of Education..
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2 youngsters  detach  earlier  at  the  same  time  (earlier  sexual  experiences,  independent  going  outs, 
journeys and earlier consumption and bank card usage). The system of youth' values, norms and pattern 
choosing are increasingly influenced by the process of becoming independent, so the role of youth 
culture strengthens in forming norms, values and will-be career  patterns and the aspects of differences 
between origin, ethnic groups and gender  (Gábor 1996).  The learning  youth  period  difference  from 
former period is shown in the 1. illustration.

Thus middle classification changes basically both the life of youth, the duration of youth period and 
space and mode of socialisation - the autonomy of the youth culture is growing. This can be described 
through learning youth period. Our secondary school  and university student surveys fortify that youth 
epoch changing, namely learning youth period, proceeded in the nineties in Hungary, which is related to 
the transformation of Hungarian society, to the forming of a new class structure, to be more precise, featured 
by the process  of  middle classification.  These can be assured by the  facts  which refer  to the family 
background of secundary school students of the nineties. Almost one fifth of there students belong to the 
middle class (there are two significant groups: middle and lower level leaders in the governmental sphere 
and owncrs, managers, middle and lower level leaders of middle size companies). Another group, almost 
one fourth of these students comes from the petit bourgeoisie. (Those entrepreneurs are counted here 
who run with 1-5 employees or alone.) The third group's, about one tenth of the students, parents are 
subordinated intellectual workers.  The fourth massive group is one third of the students: youngsters 
with  working  class  background.  The  transformation  of  the  new  class  structure  is  related  to  the 
embourgeoisement/middle classification of Hungarian society and to its consequences. About 15% of the 
high school learners have working class origin against the 33% technical secondary school and vocational 
school  learners,  so a  similar  number of  working class  youngs  study in  matriculation giving technical 
secondary school as in  vocational. But it is clear that a significant group of petit bourgeoisie students 
(about 25%) can be found in technical secondary and high schools (Gábor and mates 1998;
Gábor-Dudik 2000).

The survey of the KSH proceeded in the nineties justifies the tendency rearing its head from the mass of 
inquiries made by us: "We have to stress the part of the survey that the parents' ski11 and running job status has 
improved in the nineties justifying the general direction. Considering the families' Financial situation it can 
be stated that the rate of young people who lived above the average in their childhood, obviously did not change 
in the lant decade. But the camp of those who sent their children to have extra language, music lessons and 
special courses, has improved firmly. This phenomenon 

Dimensions Eras
Social features industrial post-industrial
Social reproduction 
Individual of the people

co-opting youngsters
intro adult society

Young race for knowledge the road 
to adult society leads through race 
and individualism

The main attribute of youth life 
period

Provisional youth period Learning youth period

Historical era W-Europe from the beginning of 
the 60’s to the 80s
Hungary from the 70s to the 90s

W-Europe from the 70s
Hungary from the 90s

I. Time
Youth life period Youth period restricted to education Youth period as a necessary right 

for career
Timetable of everyday life Restricted attempt possibilities 

„amateur status”
Huge space period for attempts 
„professional status”

II. Change of social space
Institucion Workplace, family, neighbourhood Schoolfriends, market mass madia 

significant role of costumer industry
Control Direct/personal „short leash” Indisect/abstract „long leash”
Relationship between generations 1. following adult patterns

2. apperance of youth 
patterns

1. basic role of youth pattenrs
2. decline of following 

patterns
III. Growth of cultural autonomy
Everyday culture 
Autonome taste

Increasing expansion

(Form of taking part) Traditional youth rites Publicity of consumer youth culture
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2 Basic social-political orientations Adult fitting-profile Adult-altering profile
1. table

Two kinds of youth periods

actually shows that school and career success especially needs extra knowledge picked up out of school. This 
really comes into sight if we inquire the rate of extra lessons according to the skill of youngs. Higher degree 
more often means extra studies besides mandatory school attendance in childhood. 60% of university students 
or university graduate gainers said in 1995 that they had been visiting extra language lessons and other study 
circles during the age of 10-14, and this rate among those who left education after primary school is only 
about 10%. Considering Financial situation the higher the degree is the higher the percentage of students is 
who lived among better fnancial conditions at the age of 10-14. Almost two thirds of university graduated 
people or recent students said that they come from wealthier families, while this number among those who 
completed only primary school is less than 25% (Bukodi 1997).

Certainly there is a question: what size of this tendency fits to the islanders. First of all, let us 
have a look at the most important data of the islanders.

The islanders reflected by numbers
56% of the islanders are girls and 44% are boys.  About one third of them are  teenagers, another 
third are 20-22s, one fifth of them are 23-24s and more than one tenth are exactly or older than 25. If the 
share of ages are observed through sexes, we can see that girls are younger than boys. Almost one fifth of 
the girls but only one tenth of the boys are 17 or even younger. One fourth of the girls 18-19s while the boys 
rate is only 20%.

More than half of the islanders study, 15% study and work and 27% work. (5% of the islanders are out 
of  work.)  Considering the  education level  we  can see  that  only  3% of the islanders stopped after 
completing primary school,  one tenth completed a vocational  school and one fifth-one fifth  technical 
secondary or high school. Almost half of the islanders graduated from college (24%) or university (23%).

However,  one tenth of working youngs left  education after primary school,  one  fourth left  after 
vocational, almost one third after secondary technical school and one fifth after high school and only one 
tenth of them completed college and 6,2% university. (40% of the islanders come from Budapest, one third 
are town and one fifth are village youngsters and 6% are Hungarians beyond the borders.)5

Two thirds of the workers and three fourths of the learner-workers are employed in the private 
sphere.

The  numbers  show  that  the  tendency  observed  among  secondary  school  students  is  even  more 
clear  among  the  islanders.  It  is  related  to  the  fact  that  the  secondary  school  students'  elite  is 
represented on the Island - as if it would stress our assumption about middle classification.

An 

5 Record: Statisztikai tájékoztató. Felsőoktatás 1997/98. Bp. Ministry of Education.
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2 unimportant  amount  of  learning  youth  are  vocational  students  (3,2%),  14,1%  study  in  technical 
secondary,  one  fourth in  high  school,  one fourth  of  them are  college  and one third of them are 
university students.

Our data gathered on the Island justify the processes influencing the youth of the nineties, which can be 
crystalised in youth epoch changing and Hungarian middle ciassification. Those learning youngs attend the 
Island (high school, college and university students) who mainly come from families which were deeply 
influenced by middle classification, on the other  hand, working youngsters  appear  here who find 
the  middle class alternative attractive (for example working class youngs). The young came here whose 
decisive  majority  is  attached  to  private  economy and  it  can  also  be  recognised  that  the  youth  of 
Budapest,  one  of  the  most  dynamically  improving  region  in  Hungary,  are  seriously 
overrepresented, though the youngsters of the village also massively march in the field, so the Island does not 
only belong to the youth of the middle class but also to the wanting-to-be middle class young people.

During middle ciassification not only the rate of further education and better fnancial condition develops but 
also the rate of those young people who have own consumer goods among youngs. An important indicator of 
middle classification is having own consumer products already in this period. Youngs basically become important 
consumers of show business, fast food restaurants, vehicle industry during secondary school years and they more 
often own a bank card beside the driving licence by   the age of 17-18. Consumer industry and show business (vogue 
and sports goods, consumer goods, cultural and leisure services etc.) pay more and more attention to vouth as a 
primer consumer mass. It becomes a part of students' lives to appear in market as consumers.

Using services
(I. year students of economics and law)

Very often and 
mixed

Very often Often Sometimes Never

Cinema 57,6% 11,1% 46,5% 39,3% 3,1%
Fast food 
restaurant

37,0% 5,5% 31,5% 51,5% 11,5%

Hairdresser 36,8% 2,0% 34,8% 51,9% 11,3%
Swimming pool 31,3% 7,4% 23,9% 48,3% 20,5%
Discotheque 25,8% 4,3% 21,5% 43,7% 30,5%
Club 21,7% 4,2% 17,5% 42,1% 36,1%
Biliards, dart’s 19,6% 4,3% 15,3% 41,8% 38,5%
Pop contert 18,5% 3,3% 15,2% 52,2% 29,3%
Restaurant 17,4% 1,8% 15,6% 66,2% 16,5%
Fitness/body 
building

16,6% 5,0% 11,6% 25,9% 57,5%

Cosmetician 15,1% 1,2% 13,9% 36,5% 48,4%
Sauna 8,1% 1,3% 6,8% 23,2% 68,7%
Private doctor 7,0% 0,7% 6,3% 23,2% 68,7%
Solarium 6,2% 1,2% 5,0% 18,3% 75,5%
Taxi 5,3% 0,4% 2,7% 17,7% 79,2%
Amusement 
arcade

3,1% 0,4% 2,7% 17,7% 79,2%

Psychologist 1,4% 0,7% 0,7% 1,2% 97,5%
Casino 0,6% 0,2% 0,4% 1,9% 97,5%

Becoming consumer  and adjusting to  different  patterns  are  well  expressed  by  musical  tastes,  which 
almost „order" to voungsters which TV channel to watch, which magazine to buy, what kind of hairstyle to 
cultivate, what kind of clothes and jewellery  and where to buy. Fast food restaurants, swimming pool, hair 
dresser and other services to choose become mandatory for the young depending on financial sources 
and career  endeavours. It has two reasons: first of all, two thirds of secondary school students have regular 
pocket-money and on the other hand this claim urges daily, holiday and summer working.

The building out of youth consumer status connected to middle classification has a great effect on the growth of 
leisure industry. Clarke and Jefferson formulate that another important field of changing social patterns is free 
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2 time, where the previously sharp class boundaries blur. As the social importance of leisure activities grows after 
stressing consumption rather than output, free time emerges as a problem among intellectuals.

media talking directly to youngsters have been built out, so there are independent  "channels" which 
only broadcast cultural (clothing, behaviour, lifestyle) messages for youth (a one way street comes into 
being where young people know adults, but adults do not know the young).

Patterns must be adjusted in that way by youngsters that if they want to have  contacts, want to 
make a career, then they have to know the taste and culture of the  given arca and get information 
about them, get connections; family and school as knowiedge and transmittor of patterns are far not 
satisfactory, media play more and more essential role in broadcasting different kinds of patterns. The 
system of media  builds out in the nineties in Hungary (commercial TV and radio channels) and the 
chain of services (like boutiques) forms where technical background can be bought. There are several 
music  channels  to  follow from the pop of  the 60s-70s to  commercial  rap  and techno and smaller 
stations which fulfil  "sub-claims".  Different  chains  of boutiques and international  markets came to 
existence to offer proper clothing from „alternative" to fashionable. Supermarkets and smaller shops 
offer all kinds of Cds and tapes for all kinds of audience. Different musical streams do not only mean 
music  and bands but  different  kind of  free  time  activities,  clothing,  consuming,  so single  musical 
directions are cans where lusts, aims, life plans and everyday life of youth are also formulated. These 
available lifestyles  are  accepted  differently by family and school and immensily depend on class-
ification, gender and  whether they live in a traditional town or a booming city environment. Thus 
youngs  choosing a  life-form are  forced  to  express,  to  display themselves,  but  this  often generates 
conflicts: perhaps that is why a lot of youngs try to escape from their current living space (even if for a 
short time) - they leave sooner, they try to organise their journeys earlier etc.

The appearance of youth consumer status makes necessary to gain bigger and earlier independence not only in 
entertainment habits and spending their free time, but also in making decisions about their whole lives. This 
statement especially applies to those youngsters who want to get into the middle class therefore they make 
decisions earlier in connection with their career and have to realise their aims within the framework of a tougher 
race. More islanders have own consumer goods than young people in general. Different side-investigations show 
that both secondary school and university students require more services but they attach more to high culture 
during consumption and tatring services. The Island's attraction for youngs is namely the remaining basis of 
alternative and elite culture while the expectations to consume are also fulfilled. Ön the contrary there are the 
institutions of other settlements representing cultural patterns of social openness declined because they could 
not bear the pace of the race accelerated by new entertainment industrial organs of market economy: the civil 
organisations of youth became either market suppliers or parts of political life. The strengthened entertainment 
industry did not even assist the youth's civil status, it simply did "buy it".

The Islanders and Risk Society
There were several  social and economic changes in the nineties which directly had  an effect 
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2 on  the  institutions  determining  the  improvement  of  life-forms  and  careers  of  vouth:  first  of  all,  the 
transformation of the educational system must be emphasised. This is not only lengthening the time spent in 
school  but  basic  structural  changes  which  mainly  influence  the  situation  of  youth.  Perhaps  the  most 
important concerning the Island is that youngsters get in touch with the world of market very early, because the 
knowledge - either during school or choosing a good job after graduation - which can mostly be utilised in the 
transforming labour market is the knowledge and skills which can mostly be acquired out of school, within 
the framework of a service (language learning, preparing for university, special business knowledge - book-
keeping etc.). Nlarket orientation was further strengthened by the fact that a greater number of young people 
have an own consumer status and such a service industry widened which targeted youth - like entertainment 
goods, vehicles, sports and leisure services.

Another factor is that the state monopoly of different ideologies has disappeared, which means that those 
cultural,  political  skills  and knowledge have gained  publicity,  become approachable  for  youngs  which 
previously were the privileges of the elite  -  underground music, facts of communist oppression, certain 
political knowledge formerly considered taboos.

After the collapse of the walls surrounding ideology those instruments and patterns became approachable 
for more and more youngsters which had been adored only by the elite, like taboos of alternative cultural 
patterns, connection between drugs and  alternative culture or raising the question whether drugs can be 
tried by young people  or not. Then appears a new life-form, the yuppie who handles drug as a matter of 
intensive release after  intensive work. These factors  tend towards the whole lifestyle  of recent young 
leisure activities: from clothing to behaviour, from life planning to adult life. This can also not be avoided 
because  the  challenges  of  structural  changes  proceeded  in  the  nineties  must  be  faced  alone  by  the 
individual. So the challenges of globalisation are equally valid for Hungarian and European youth.

Beck declares in the eighties that reflective modernisation6 dissolves the traditional bands of industrial 
society in western welfare societies, like class-culture, class

c
o nsc
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n ess, 

6 Beck  separates  three  eras  during  social  transformation:  pre-modernity,  modernity,  reflexive  modernity.  He  assumes  that 
modernisation  is  quite  equal  with  industrial  society  and  reflexive  modernity  with  risk  society.  According  to  Beck,  the 
moderniration of a traditional society differs from the moderniration of an industrial society; classical from reflexive modernity. 
Beck's book is about
reflexive modernisation of industrial society. His basic statement is that in a classical industrial society  economy/welfare rules 
risk,  but  this  is  just  the  opposite  in  risk  society.  Increasing  risk  shadows  technical,  economic  development.  Formerly  this 
phenomenon was acceptable as a latent consequence of development. Recently risk and the aftermaths of modernisation got 
into spotlight which endanger
the world of biosphere. While jeopardizing/risk was restricted to certain fields and social groups of factories and professions in the 
19th and the first half of the 20th century, today's most significant attribute is globalisation, output and recycle move beyond state 
boundaries so supranational, non-class specific, global jeopardizing gets connected with new types of social-political dynamics. 
Beck stresses

that we are the eyewitnesses of a social transformation during the process of modernisation when people get rid of the social forms of 
industrial society - classes, layers, status based on gender - like people were untied during the Reformation from the safe regulations of 
the Church: people changed them to social regulations.
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2 roles based on family and gender. Reflective modernisation dissolves, unties the collective conscience on 
which political organs and institutions are based and subordinated in industrial societies. An unswerving 
flood of individualisation follows the decline of traditions. Despite the high living standard and improved 
security systems, people give up their class obligations and their individual career planning-achieving is 
up  to  them.  The  process  of  individualisation  is  mainly  related  to  capitilistic  development. 
However, it means (in different forms) the freedom of getting employed in modern capitalism and the 
impetus  of  manpower  market's  development,  the  mobility  of  labour,  the  change  of  education  and 
occupation. Entering labour market attached to strengthening liberalisation unties bands in two senses: 
first one gets free from traditional networks and on the other hand from the driving force of labour market. 
Family, neighbourhood, ties to regions and their cultures and even  friendship stand against individual 
mobility and labour market demanding it. The huge effect of individualisation competes with common 
fate (mass unemployment and  lack of ski11); fates lose their class determinations and turn into reflexive 
life-fates, which proceed depending on personal decisions (Ulrich Beck 1992).

So accelerating individualisation increasingly goes with middle classification and an important consequence of it 
is the change of youth life planning.

Hungarian youngsters become independent earlier concerning life planning in the 90s and finish 
school  later;  coexistence  is  also  closed  later  by  marriage.  This  tendency  is  really  striking 
comparing the islanders and secondary school students.

Islanders gain personal independence a year earlier than investigated secondary school youngs: they 
first go out at the age of 14, they have the first sexual experience at the age of 16 and organise the 
first independent summer vacation at the age of 17. Ön the contrary they plan graduation two years 
later, one year later - by the age of 23 - to get a job and two years later marriage, by the age of 28.

As we formerly described, the process of the 60s' middle classification got a large impetus in the 90s. 
Gaining consumer goods became an appreciated value in society and the youngs themselves own more 
and more consumer goods (motorbike, TV, hifi, CD player, computer).

As a result f the massive increase in the families' consumer goods supply young people gain bigger freedom in usage 
and a higher rate of youth has an own room, so their independence increases within the (amily. But the decisive 
impulse in connection with youth consumer status was the emerge of entertainment industry in the nineties from 
small villages to the capital - the appearance of huge supermarkets, where people do not simply buy goods, 
but can use services, which are mainly 
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attractive  for  youngsters.  The  growing  importance  of  consumer  status  connected  with  the 
extended time spent in school (the number of youngsters studying in matriculation giving schools 
and  in  higher  education  grows)  means  that  spending  free  time  becomes  more  intensive  among 
youth,  the  use  of  leisure  services,  to  be  more  precise.  Most  young  people  get  used  to  holiday 
amusement  forms  (mainly  discotheques)  neglecting  gender  differences  at  a  younger  age  by  the 
90s.

The  increasing  contact  and  claim  of  youth  with  entertainment  industry  fastened  the  youngs' 
breaking away from family and region which improved their careermobility chances. This tendency 
can  well  be  seen  among  the  islanders  and  the  interviews  made  with  islanders  affirm  this 
assumption:

"I wanted to have fun and did not want to get back to my parents' place, I rather wanted an own life. 
There are a lot of opportunities here and I have not known Budapest yet and I thought I would really 
spent a couple of years here."

(1999, schoolmistress, age 23)

"[In the village] I have not really got friends, everybody just goes on with their big country lives you 
know, and things like that, and there was really nothing to talk about, have not read books, or ... they 
really did not care. And they do not even have possibilities, just a few can get through. Tatabánya is 
somewhat better [...]  So one can choose. Movies you have just heard of or you know the director 
and want to see it, you can do it there, good movies get there. The village cannot produce this, for 
example.  To go home after  work and sit  in the room you know,  not the best  opportunity. 
[...] And I guess I earn so, and things like that, then I am to keep myself."

(1999, book-keepergirl from Tatabánya, age 24)

Studying plays a great role in islanders' lives and endeavours which strengthens the family and regional 
unties.

"I have been studying for such a long time. I have a programmer and a computer mechanic degree and I'm going 
to get the system informatical degree, too. Otherwise private education is a tremendous business in everyday 
life, state schools cannot admit such a great mass of people so private schools ask for horrible money. 1, for 
example, pay 300 000 Fts for this course."

(1999, recently newsagent boy from Marcali, age 29)

Q: Will you finish college next year?
A: Just temporarily, I'!e lose a year actually. 1'd like to frnish next year, yes. Then the practice year and then graduate.
Q: So you'II look for a job just then.
A: Well, I may come to Budapest for a second diplome. Marketing-manager course in the College of Trade, but I'm just  
planning.
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2 Q: alhat do you think about your future, are you pessimistic or optimistic? For example taking a job?
A: I am quite optimistic in connection with a job, because tourism is still rather weak in Hungary. I think there is a huge 

gap. I believe 1'Il fend a gond job. " (1999, college girl from Soltvadkert, age 21)

The Islanders and The Career
Studying  youngsters  make  serious  efforts,  but  on  the  other  hand  they  have  good  chances  to  realise  their 
imagined wishes.Youngs consciously preparing for work and career must have clear ideas about their future 
aims  and  activities  and  how  they  plan  to  carry  out  them.  Most  of  the  islanders  think  that  the  most 
important characteristic features of managing are being self assured, self confident and manoeuvring. These 
attributes'  positive  or negative  charge  depends on their  own behaviour.  According to  the  negative  opinions, 
those  who  do  not  want  to  tample  on  others  and  behave  humane,  can  hardly  get  through.  Ratíonality, 
however,  is  a  positive  side of  it,  since not  only diplome counts  but  also suitability  is  important.  Most  of 
the  interviewees  has  dealt  with  success  problems  only  in  theory  because  of  their  age  and  the  school's 
preventive  stvle against race and employment difficulties (even if they have already worked beside school or 
during the summer vacation).

"I do not think that connections and backing will influence my future. I do not believe, beside what I learn I will 
need connections and money so that I will have to turn aggressive or to falt on knees to get them. I rather see 
the essence of this in relations. One finishes university, gets a diplome and then there is nowhere to go. If there 
are relations, there is an immediate job, if there are no connections, then one may sav: I have been learning 
for 20 years and still no chance to start my life with a diplome."

(1999, boy from Miskolc, age 19)

"A successful career basically requires confidence and  somewhat knowledge,  but,  first  of all,  confidence. Being 
known is also important. Mostly good appearance, open eyes and persistence are needed. This has changed recently. 
Diplome was enough ten years ago without knowledge, the only important thing was that you proved that you knew 
it theoretically and you were admitted. That's gone. Actually it is good from the point of view that today's solution is 
more rational and logical, but certainly that is the way for pushy people to go ahead. My job, for example, does not 
require persona) contact like a manager's and appearance gets less determined so and that is a disadvantage."

(1999, a girl from Tokaj, age 24)

"Cowardice just simply does not work today. You juss have to tample over others hard, that is bloody sure, if one wants 
to manage. Unfortunately. Just those who chase their own interests and neglect others' can get through."

(1999, girl from Ajka, age 22)
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2 "To  be  agile  and  self  believing,  that's  the  most  important,  I  guess.  Who  trusts  oneself  and  has 
confidence can manage. That's my biggest problem. If I am cursed or something like Ihat, then I step 
back and feel pity for myself. That should not happen to me, I should shout and kick the others, 
instead.  Some healthy aggression  is necessary for life. Ön the other hand, a throng of money is 
also needed, but who has not enough will not manage without these attributes. Bravery. One must dare 
to  take the risk. Fortune favours the brave. So that is. 1 can adore  those people whodare to do such 
things, but I could not even imagine to become a wife of such a man. I would not be lose to all sense of 
shame to  steal  certain  things.  So some dirty  deal  must  be  commited  to  manage.  Tampling  on, 
pretending, staying calm and considering own interests are needed. It is often bad, but I am the first, I. 
Not the other. I do not care for others, I do not think it over. What important is that ir has to 
be pleasant to me. That is the right attitude, I think."

(1999, a girl, age 26 from Zalaegerszeg)

Those who have been working for some time can teli how they manage in reality,  N&-hat are the 
experiences which turned into gold.

"If someone wants to reach something, that will work. I have a company, I am a building entrepreuner. 
We founded the company with 10 000 Fts, we work for own profit. Ability is needed and some 
sense to make money, to have guts, because people can be had on. But I am also had on. I employ dossers. 
A dosser works for 34 days then gets off. So they make a good business, too. I have always done my 
schticks.  I can always  manage.  Of course some can't;  they go down and can't  keep  up the pace 
again."

(1999, a man from újpest, age 40)

"If you want to make a career you have to be determined, some may call it aggressive manner, that can 
be named determination from another point of view. Sometimes I am said to be that kind of person. 
One can be called aggressive, if tamples on others and damage others. As long as it is marginal, is 
is considered only strongmindedness."

(1999, woman fom Budapest, age 33)

"I  think  who  has  money  is  more  appreciated  than  an  average  person.  Career  asks  for  money, 
appearance  and  self  confidence  -  first  of  all.  The  problem  is  that  I  lack  them.  I  know  people, 
entrepreuners, who have strong confidence without skills. They are stupid but still they can manage 
because they have confidence. It seems, if someone has confidence then he is bumptious, conceited, 
but gets through, because he can handle people. They tample over others. I meet lots of people and I 
see thai who is  really shameless, can manage. Who is humane and normal, won't succeed in finance. 
I'm not able to behave like these entrepreuners. But people change, I do, so who knows to what I will 
turn, but not yet. I bear these people because I'm forced to because of my job, but I really don't like 
them."

(1999, a boy from Debrecen, age 21)

It  turns out from the Island interviews too that career endeavours meet strong ideas  about work.  Most 
of the interviewed working or learning youngs  - according to them - long for a job or workplace where 
they get  creative,  mobile  and exciting  work  to  do  and they enter  their  workplace  every day without 
feeling - like one of the interviewees said somewhat roughly -, "Fuck off, going to work agaín, Jesus, what  
a crap ". Most of the  islanders - to be a bit more solid - thought that work should not have been the one 
and  only  aim  to  earn  money,  they  would  all  find  it  monotonous;  the  real  point  in  work  should  be 
personal skills, abilities and the rise of knowledge and gaining experiences.

"[  ...]  O.K. that much money is needed for living well,  clothing well,  eating much and so on, but 1, 
besides wanting to live  well,  I  want  to live.[...j  I'd rather have what  I  need or things like that  than 
something special, but then really I'd like to earn enough money to pay my holidays, [...] I don't want to 
go home ready to howl at the other, I myself did sec this at home. Everybody works a lot and then says that 
I work a lot, I work much, what I give home, what vou give home and that just does not make any sense. 
They spend their lives without going to have fun, without having a real rest, feeling good. And I don't 
want this. [...] Even if you don't get to go out usually, just sometimes, but if you love the other and you 
really get on well then it's enough. Just to have time for yourself and the other."

(1999, book-keepergirl from Tatabánya, age 24)
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2 The  huge  gap  between  a  workplace  (which  secures  good  salaries)  and  another  (which  can  be 
enjoyed), attributes, skills needed for the youngs' career and the knowledge and work appreciatable for 
them drives youth towards constant change and trying. It is related (even if temporarily) to taking jobs 
which do not meet their  expectations: monotonous jobs only made for money which they really do not 
appreciate. However, they give up their ideas only provisionally.

A: "Well, people are not really interested in French and I couldn't have taken a fulltime job. I didn't 
hesitate much, I went to... the Education Centre of Kecskemét, it deals with adult education, and I'm 
an administrator at the secretariat. It's a crap. Q: Till when?
A: Until I find a better job [...] I'm waiting for the messiah from the sky, to find a good job. I don't 

know, I'm looking around, if something good appears I split." (1999, a French 
teacher woman from Kecskemét, age 22)

Q:"Actually, is this the work you wanted to do?
A: No, I just suddenly found this. I was enrolled to this jewel-valuing school and I had to sign for two years. 
I really would have liked to be a guide or something in conneccion with abroad. IC'll either work or not."

(1999, jewellery customer from Vác, age 22)

A 24-year old book-keeper woman, who has already moved from her parents and works, still feels 
so that she has not found the suitable job ver:

"Eventually book-keeping is OK, but I can't be lost in it, I don't know, I'm not really interested to learn it 
through. I was transmitted here, I got in and do it, kind of, it's good, but I don't 
really feel it great. I wasn't really enthusiastic about it. Sometime direction 
must be changed. But I'm just not forced to change now. I have a salary, 
I think if I study, I'll have better opportunities. To leave Mezőtúr. There is 
nothing there. No job, no possibilities left. One must leave befor it is not too 
late." (1999, a girl from Mezőtúr at the age of 18)

The  embedding  of  trying  and  getting  experiences  into  the  youngsters'  lives  already  appears 
during choosing a career. Young people imagine a career which gives  salable knowledge and stands 
chose to their interests at the same time. An 18-year-old girl living around Budapest who started the 
teacher's training college from English and maths in September said

"I myself don't really know what I want, so I had to find two things to study, it's worth it at last. English is 
worth studying, I'1I get an advanced levei in it if I complete'my studies, and maths improves logic and 
you can manage with it, that's why I chose it."

(1999, a girl living around Budapest, age 18)

Her  girlfriend  who  is  also  18  years  old  and  lives  around  Budapest,  started  her  studies  in 
September at Trade and Economic College of Szolnok, says about choosing a life:

"I even have no idea, what it means: faculty of trade, I just started in order to have a diplome at the end 
and then I definitely will go on studying, I'II see what I get there, if I don't like it, then 1'Il go to teach 
because I would even like it, to teach.  But it really was an important aspect thai ...well, the finances, 
teaching is an underpaid job and it was said, OK, go on, be a teacher, but have another degree as well. So 
that's why it is trade."

(1999, a girl living around Budapest, age 18)

And a girl  living in Budapest would  like  to be a creative advert  expert,  but could  only get into a 
teacher's  training college on the faculty of adult  education,  which  starts  in September.  Her  girlfriend 
started at the International Economic College at the same time; her dream is a job connected to rock 
music,  to  run  a  rock  pub  or  to  translate  for  rock  musicians.  A  giri  from  Oroszlány  preparing  for 
literature-journalism started in a  school-mistress  college,  where  she  can  learn literature  at  least  -  she 
wasn't  admitted  to  teacher's  training  college  to  study  literature  and  communication.  It  can  be 
observed related to further education that the most important thing is to go on studying at any kind 
of school, because career opportunities enlarge and entertainment can be enjoyed further during youth 
period.
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2 Taking a job and studying both claim bigger independence from youngsters, because the embedding of the 
above mentioned factors into youth life period, on one hand, generates that getting employed and studying do 
not separate so clearly from each other like they used to. A constant motif in the interviews is that if we 
apprehend the Island as a part of youth' free time spending, then the young must earn the money for it 
themselves and even to buy a CD player or improve their computers. So the role 

of 

independent working gets worthier from secondary school and especially from the university period.
The relationship between studying and working is also proved by statistical data. 15% of the islanders 

study and work at the same time. One tenth of the secondary school and more than half of college and 
university students already work beside studying recently. Our survey made at the Technical University 
of  Budapest  assures  the  tendency  too  that  working  beside  studying  has  become  an  important  part  of 
students' life. Looking at the intensity of work we can sec that 2,8% have a full-time job, 8,8% work in 
their own or in family enterprises and 11% in part time and 39,7% take temporary jobs. This especially 
applies to those university students who have already been on the Island. Among those who attended the 
Island 5,4% work in a fulltime job, 17,6% in part time and 47,3% take temporary jobs.s

A strengthening tendency concerning youth's life planning can be observed among  islanders as all 
over the world that important life events do not show regular succession. The race on labour market and 
the challenges of consumer industry make the young take jobs beside studying when there is a good 
possibility, therefore it is not rare among college and university students across Europe that they break 
their studies and go to work to earn money at a multinational or a private company.

The  new youth  life  period  transforming  through  the  90s'  changes  and  the  claim  of  this  period's 
youngsters  reevaluated  the  Island.  Their  demand  towards  the  Island  has  grown,  because  youngs 
working more intensively and getting more estranged and lonely in public institutions increasingly need 
community meetings on which they do

'The survey was executed during the preparations for Pepsi Island 2000 on the University of Technics of Budapest 
(BME) in june, 2000. 253 students were interviewed.  not  simply  l isten  to  music,  but  they  can  get  to  know 
patterns  and  point  of  views  through  even  simple  observation  and  they  can  express  and  try  out 
thoughts, behaviours.

The  essence  of  the  Island's  charm  -  almost  every  interviewee  stressed  this  -  is  that  it  means 
communal  affiliation.  Spending  free  time  in  a  club  happens  with  smaller  groups  which  are  also 
together  ordinarily,  and  there  are  less  opportunities  to  meet  others.  Youngsters  can  meet  others  on 
the Island,  can say hello to them, can talk to  them and the adventura  that "there  are also others like 
me,  I  don't  have  to  disguise  what  I  do" helps  to  fortify  their  attitude and identity.  The Island  as  an 
amusement  has  connection  with  the  change  which  happened  to  youth  leisure  activities:  „the  change 
resulted  another  share  of  labour  and  free  time  and  work,  entertainment  became  more  intensive  on 
the  other  hand.  The  young  visiting  the  Island  study  or  work  consciously,  try  to  plan  their  life 
consciously and take part in the Island programmes hoping for  high  voltage  entertainment...  Islanders 
are members  of  a generation  which  prepares for  professional work and racing situation consciously..." 
(Gábor-Vízer 1998).

More  intensive  free  time  utilisation  relates  to  the  enlargement  of  learning  period,  but  these  are 
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2 earlier  events  following  Bach  other  with  the  widespread  connecting  of  studying  and  work,  which 
coincidentally  proceed  with  increasing  competition  for  knowledge  among  youth.  More  and  more 
important  competition-wise  knowledge  is  needed for  taking part in the race (language skill,  preparing 
for university etc) which generates more intensive forms of spending free time, one gets in touch with 
free time as a consuming individual and organises free time for oneself:

"A: Formerly, at the age of 15-16, I knew in advance, which festival when and where was. I have a big 
friend, with whom we attended them and we bought an old  caravanlike van and visited festivals.[...1 
EFOTT, bike meetings, there was a huge three-day event in Switzerland regularly and we looked around, 
visited everything  we  could.  I  think  it's  such  a  great  way  of  spending  time,  that...one  roams 
everywhere, leaves the festival for a while and looks around what else can be seen in the city or village or 
where it is.
Q: And this year, if I am not mistaken, you quit this habit.
A: Things must be organised now, because of work and studying, the examination season, which is for a 
couple  of  weeks,  it  bands you,  and the  work  for  the  sake of  enjoying  festivais,  so  things  must  be 
organised. To know, it's Island time, organise things in advance to do nothing hampering then and have 
enough money."

(1998, a man from Budapest, age 25)

"The Island is holiday for me. Actually that is what I work for, to get here, to earn the money, to meet the 
pais, camping, it's fun time."

(1997, boy from Mezőtúr)
"A: Well, I both work and study.

Q: Do you work beside studying or study beside working? 
A: That's hard to answer, I should graduate, that's left, obviously I study less, but my diplome work...I 
break the thing from time to time, otherwise I work, I'm 29 years old and basically I must work.
[...J
Q: During college did you have a regular job or just an occasional one?
A: Mainly occasional work, but they worked out quite well and school was also loose, I could quite make my 
timetable. There were occasional jobs then but I had to take a permanent one after a time.
Q: So you have a permanent job now?
A: A temporary job, but I also have a permanent job. It is a pool arcade anyway, I can read there for the 
whole day.

(1998, a man from Budapest-Tata, age 29)

"I'm a  skilled  worker,  but  a technical  secondary would  be better,  as  I  mentioned,  job  offers,  at  least 
technical secondary school is needed or something like that then you can get through. OK perhaps you 
get an offer from my former workplace, that OK, that was cool, OK, great job, or something, a stamp, OK, 
then they would ask the secondary certificate of examination, there isn't one, you did not get it, so 
may be it would be good. But I don't  know, because I have an acquaintance,  who's...like...Lay's 
and  Chio  Chips  distributer  and  things  like  that...so...he  gets  the  orders  and  his  colleague  fulfils 
them...and they also earn a lot of money and there isn't any certificate, just backing. And it is said that even 
10-15 years ago contacts helped a lot. Contacts, if you know someone, then you can fend a really good job 
even now, that's sure, at least I guess that is sure."

(1998, a man from Ajka, age 22)

The emerge of market economy and private sphere has also changed the lives of
•vorking youngsters significantly, on one hand because workplaces demand more and -- -ore intensive 
work from them:

"I don't really have free time. It's that I go there about eight, nine to work and then till six, seven, I am 
there for more time to ease my next day's  work to do, so I work a bit overtime, no more money 
of course, just to ease the next day, so I stay in instead, but I do the next day's work in the same way, I 
stay in again, so I don't  really  have, even a littie free time...It happened in the store,  where I was an 
apprentice,  OK it's  five o'clock,  came the patient,  we were cleaning up, because good morning, 
get off, we are closed. That's  gone[...], no closing,  „please  come in",  you  were  just  about to send 
him away, but you want money...that he is still there, I have lots of  pals, friends who used to visit the 
Island for a week, they've gone, they work. And for what? For money. Money counts much."

(1998, a man from Ajka, age 22)
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2 Tries and taking risk become parts of youngsters'  lives. Though possibilities to choose a school or a 
work widen,  the young feel  so  -  even  if  they have  a  good  job  – that  they couldn't arrive somewhere, 
their  workplace  can  be  uncertain,  they  have  to  prove  again  and  again,  to  show  up  new 
certificates,  new skills  (matriculation, Ianguage  skill,  computer skill etc.). Youth must include 
growing risks, unexpectable situations, these are apprehended even so that this risk must be undertaken 
in order to improve.  Certainly there are several kinds of risks, for example those unemployed young 
people who have proper qualifications go to an entrepreuner to do black jobs and earn much, but only 
occasionally. The role of temporary job was often mentionod in the interviews and youngsters stress the 
importance  of  tries  and taking  different  opportunities.  Freedom,  independence  and  following  risks 
become parts of youth's life and free time activities.  Young people have to make and their own 
decisions  about  the  ways  of  their  lives  carlier,  for  example  accepting  university,  since 
university life demands more and more capital and it is not only the question of the parents' financial 
background, but also depends on youngsters, whether they can form a lifestyle (for example working 
beside studying) with which they can help this investment or gain the knowledge  which make profit 
even in youth life period. For example the emerge of internet does  not only mean a wider range of 
games, but also information, which can be important concerning their ski11 and life.

Islanders  think about  the Island that,  on one hand,  it  keeps the pace with those  changes  which 
happened in the 90s and, on the other hand, it offers a life-form which  means a chosen community 
form.  When we asked how they thought  the Island  changed  during the years, they replied that the 
organisers of the Island planned along ideas and values of forming communities of youngsters, which 
incorporated in musical  taste, choices and its essence was to create a community for themselves and 
represent it. The "ancient islanders" considered changes as bad phenomena in the Island's life  - they 
found it almost symbolic that the former Student Island is recently called Pepsi  Island where market 
participants get much bigger roles -, but they also found it important in judging Island that it gives the 
experience of being a member of a community.

The other group of islanders differ from the "ancient islanders" in that aspect that they find these 
changes natural,  consider them as a side effect  of life and they think  growing market and increasing 
competition in world makes it necessary to find a community where they can break away from the world 
accepted in a mandatory way, where they can release, can face themselves, can become stronger, because 
there are  others who feel the same, live in the same way,  they can fend energy to go on and  handle 
challenges in the rest of the year. The ancient islanders are attached to certain ideas and thoughts. They 
declared starting out from these ones why a community is needed, why different things must be tried 
out - for example drug is freedom - and this brought to life the "markot" of the Island.

Youngsters growing up in the 90s find essential the community of islanders because of failures suffered 
during competition, too high pace, working tries and studying. In their opinion the community of 
islanders contributes to self-development. The self which is the central principle of islanders; it is 
important for the individual to have a community to choose, to be more independent, to be other than in 
regular life, if only for a moment and everything must be tried out to become experienced enough to 
bear reality.

The Island and the Value of the Islanders - Tolerance
Ir  turned  out  from the  quetionnaires  that  tolerance  is  an  important  value  among  islanders  and  it  was 
also proved by the interviews.  It  was a reoccuring motif in the  conversations that tolerance is bigger 
on the Island than in the space of everyday life.

According  to  the  interviewees  the  levei  of  tolerance  is  higher  among  islanders  than  outside  the 
Island.  The  reason  for  this  is  the  multicoloured,  versatile  cultural-musical  supply,  so  young  people 
can attend the  events  and  concerts  which  would  generally  be  neglected  by them.  The audience  also 
shows  such a  huge  variety  of  musical  taste  that  without  the  high  rate  of  tolerance  conflicts  cannot 
be avoided.  The slogan of the  Island, "gather for a week together",  refers to that communal adventure 
without  prejudice,  which  is  a  seriously  attractive  side  of  the  Island,  most  of  the  islanders  come  here 
because of this aura.

"I  think there  is  maximum tolerance here,  which  derives  from the great  variety  of  programmes.  If 
someone gets drunk or falls asleep and lies on the floor in front of the stage, people won't kick or step on 
him, they rather let him and step back. I  think people are tolerant in general. There are exceptions. 
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2 Some groups can be mentioned, for example the skins, but it is a different world. I can't accept them, 
but I bear them of course."

(1999, a boy from Miskolc, age 19)

"I was a bit threatened at the beginning, because community is a lot more mixed here, than at a blues 
festival. I recognise tolerance when I must leave the Island  because of something. I realise then how 
much people hate each other and how sour thev are outside and that's different here. And there said to be 
a lot of crooks here but  there  are  a  lot  outside,  instead.  People  are  much  more  tolerant  and 
talkative here."

(1999, a woman from Tokaj, age 24)

"Difference is much more accepted here. If I were in the same clothes at home like here, then...I have a 
skull shirt, lingerie for men and boots, if I showed myself in the village, where I live, in these at the age of 
26, I would be the subject of gossip at  least  for  a  week,  that's  sure.  But here I'm  fully  neglected. 
Completely different. I don't wear these at home, perhaps only the boots during parties..."

(1999, a woman from Zalaegerszeg, age 26)

People don't even relate unambiguously to this situation, some think this great tolerance is just 
posing, "island fashion", which is thrown immediately after the event.

"People are more tolerant here than outside. But here everybody is too friendly and I smell a 
rat, because it is not frank, rather strange. Everybody is mate and gimme a beer, a drop, gimme a 
cigarette. It won't happen outside, I guess. That's only posing, I'm really not fond of this."

(1999, a man from Debrecen, age 21)

Tseudo-friendships, pseudo-treaties come into being here on the Island. People are not interested in 
the others, I see, but somehow still."

(a woman from Ajka, age 22)

Homosexuals are accepted under average even on the Island of tolerance according to the 
interviewees.

"Two guys were necking with abandon in Bahia-tent the day before yesterday. In  front of so many 
people. The others felt great revulsion, they wanted to punch them, some even said they would kill 
them. That's easy to say, but I hope that wouldn't  be done. I myself,  for example,  didn't  feel any 
nausea. I just wondered I had never seen a thing before. One of them really looked like fallen in great 
love with the other  guy. I rather felt shame, because it is not a hobby, but they are actually false, bad 
genetic constructions. They can't do anything about it, that's a sickness. Most guys hate gays. Girls 
are much less hostile. I am, for example, absolutely not."

(1999, a woman from Zalaegerszeg, age 26)

"Thank God, there aren't gays here."
(1999, a man from Szabadka, age 25)

A girl talked about general revulsion in connection with punks:

"A lot of people hate punks. They consider them thiefs and suckers. Then they are  not certainly 
fitting in with prejudice. One says to the other and then this goes on. I  don't judge them. It is 
really strange that it is said that they are the poor, beggers but they wear leather trousers and boots, but 
actually how they can buy them, I really can't figure it out. I basically don't condemn anybody, even 
punks, I rather envy them that they hold on together and feel so good together."

(1999, a woman from Zalaegerszeg, age 26)

An extremely Iow percentage of gipsies attended the Island, even in 1999, and those who were 
here mainly came to work despite the fact that several of them said
that "there were lots of skinheads here formerly and no gipsies, now there are tziganes."  
(1999, men from Szombathely, age 27 and 24)

But the  Museum of  Ethnography organised a  photo exhibition  on the  Island,  which  represented 
the 20th century history of the gipsies.  This was  a version of a former  exhibition,  which had been 
deemed: "there are case studies here. Mainly we could observe
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2 groups called tziganes or gipsies through concrete historical and communily examples ... One of  
the basic thoughts of the exhibition is that you want to show gipsy identily through cooperation of  
minority and majority. " (Amaro drom, December edition/1997)

Opinions from the guests' book of the exhibition titled The ladder of the world on which one goes 
up, the other goes down - pictures from the 20th century history of the gipsies:
• This exhibition is a good idea on the Island.
• Pictures about the gipsies are sometimes wonderful and sometimes horrifying.
• The two ryes are really cool with that big brass.
• It was a fantastic experience. I would willingly steal the pictures of roaming gipsies

and would pray in front of them to God, people, Godhuman, Gipsyjesus.
• I like old photos, they are always touching. One more experience. Thanks.
• I think the whole exhibition is bloody good, I like it that the photos are deep and

frank.
• Wonderful people, rotten world.
• Interesting and thought-provoking.
• Supposedly my great-great grandmother was a gipsy and since she may have been a farmhand, it was interesting to 

sec these photos, to face my predecessor. Am I that, too?
• How rude, dirty and claimless these gipsies are. It is absolutely nonsense that a man would cican himself on his 

wedding first. But these pictures express this, so cool.
• Gipsies were spotlighted from a new point of view. I liked it. Life is well in there.
• It was a good idea, the best photo is the adobe burning.
• It was really good to bring these pictures here. Congratulations.
• I loved it for the first time too, but now it is even better.
• Good exhibition, but we still hate gipsies.
• Thanks for bringing the exhibition here. It is strange to sec how people live.
• This exhibition raised completely other thoughts in me than after their curses.

I have already thought a lot about their fate, future, because it is time for them to
do so. Aid should only follow work and ideas, public labour is also good if it is
improving. A slogan finally: I feel sorry for gipsies. It can be bad to live in 500
Mercedeses.

• Opinion 1. About musician gipsies: I appreciate their skill. Opinion 2. About working gipsies: nobody bloody believes 
it. Opinion 3. About poor gipsies. It is true for 10% of them but the rest 90% are wealthier than an average citizen and 
chey are bumptiously queuing in front of the self governments and a significant amount of taxes are spent on them. 
90% of the prisoners are gipsies. These should be thought over a bit.

The  comments  of  the  visitors  were  mainly  positive  and  the  interviewees'  opinions  can  be 
cosidered  to  be  neutral  or  positive.  But  there  were  also  negative  comments,  some  said  it  really 
wasn't  a  problem that  they  did  not  appear  on  the  Island  and  that  would  not  have  been  better  if  a 
greater amount of them would have come.

The formerly quoted middle-aged man has the following opinion about the situation outside 
of  the Island:  Spoiled children overplay their Hungarian nationality. They think racism and others are 
the right political directions. The great skin thinks that the lack of work is due to the Chinese and other 
immigrants. Skinheads think that they steal the means of their making. But these youngs do not even want 
to go to work. Just to show off themselves, if they see a slightly dark skinned person, they go and kick. Just 
for fun, to catch up with the others' rythm. But may be he would not do it alone.  The other side are the 
gipsies. They don't want to work either, but they have always been assisted. But they only behave like thai 
in  groups.  Like  the  Hungarians  of  Transsylvania  do  not  want  to  dissolve  into  the  Romanians, 
neither do the minorities living here. Never. They have a different culture, identity...I am not a racist. I 
used  to be a lot, but I realised that would lead nowhere. It is absolutely no use arguing  with  the  other 
because he has another outlook. Just like plum. I eat the ripe and spit  out the one full of maggots. 
There are good people among them."

(1999, a maya from Kispest, age 40)

It's  also  clearly  turned  out  that  violence,  some  kind  of  aggression  and  intolerance  are  parts  of  the 
present  world.  We  can  not  even  state  that  islanders  would  not  accept  violence  especially  attached  to 
market  and  career.  In  what  they  differ  is  that  they  find  it  important  that  one  must  have  an  "island" 
where  one can withdraw from the rush of  career and tampling necessary for everyday life and this must 
be a  cultural  world  where  every  kind  of  difference  is  accepted.  Facing  them,  their  difference  must  be 
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2 expressed  in  order  to  manage,  so  they  need  a  world,  in  which  their  difference  is  accepted  and  can  be 
expressed.  How  controversial  and  full  of  dilemmas  is  this  approach  can  be  seen  after  checking  the 
answers  given  to  the  questions  which  were  related  to  gipsies;  on  one  hand,  it  became clear that even 
the  interviewees  were  confused,  hesitation  reared  its  head  again  and  again  and  eventually  the 
acceptance  of  cultural  difference  was  the  turning  point  where  gipsies  were  accepted  (this  was  well 
represented  in  the  guests'  book).  It  can  be  assumed  in  this  concern  that  the  Island's  slogan  (accepting 
difference) has a socialising power and there is willingness to accept this not only because they are forced 
to but based on one's everyday life.

The Island and the Community of "Islands"
The Island as a community can be described as a versatile whole of „islands" due to different stages. 
This means that most often visited scenes differ from others according to not only gender, age, ski11 and 
living  place,  but  also  cultural  styles,  life-forms,  way  of  thinking  and  values,  because  they  form 
communities  based  on  these  attributes.  It  must  also  be  apprehended  that  this  makes  the  Island  as  a 
community controversial and a more shadowed community structure can be sketched here.

It  helps to know the islanders' company better,  if we take a closer look at the Island's important 
part, at the stages and their visitors.7

Z+

Z+ stage is the most assorted stage musically, because lots  of  streams could be found  here from 
popular music (e.g. Animal Cannibals) to punk bands in the programme, usually each style had  
an own dav. It is also true that heavier styles were the least  represented (the participants of  the  
programme called „Zúzda" on Z+ channel).  A characteristic feature of the stage's programme can 
be the great number of musicians who recently try to build out tlzeir fame and their clips are played  
constantly on the channel and they get to the top lists several times  (e.g. Heaven Street Seven,  
Nyers,  Fekete  Vonat  etc.).  It  may  characterize  the  stage  well  that  the  magazin  called  Popcorn  
concentrating only on popular music and music played mainly for the young dealt only with Z+ 
tent beside the Main Stage's  great stars in their aricle about the Pepsi  Island (but they simply  
neglected the bands playing heavier music).

Z+  was  the  favourite  place  among  preferred  stages  according  to  the  questionnaires  and  its 
audience can be well  described. The visitors consist of the youngest generation (under 17 years of 
age), they are mainly high school students. We separated two significant groups among the islanders 
based on the relationship with peer groups and the institutions of adult society (police, own family) 
during  our  researches:  those  who  accept  the  institutions  of  adult  society  and  move  away  from 
contemporary groups are the adult pattern-followers;  those who refuse these institutions and prefer 
contemporary  groups  are  the  youth  centralists.  Most  of  the  audience  of  the  Z+  tent  are  youth 
centralists  with  revolutionarist  behaviour.  Based  on  spending  money  the  audience  of  this  tent  is 
below the average (1000-2000 Fts per day), most of them spend 501-1000 Fts per day on the Island. 
The audience of this tent especially incorporated the media dependant  generation, because these 
young people mainly gain their knowledge and patterns from media. This group was the best target 
of  the  advert  campaign,  this  group  was  firmly  above  average  among the  islanders  in  finding  the 
two campaign figures good chaps and almost everybody knew ST and Izil. They are more interested 
in  Hungarian  bands  than  the  other  islanders,  but  they  hardly  care  about  cultural  and  art 
programmes.

Bahia

It's kard to describe the tent's musical supply. It was always significant for Bahia Ihat they invite  
bands supported by Bahia Music Publishing and it was the same this year, 60% of  the panicipants 
were or will be published by Bahia. It  was also Bahia  Music which presented the underground 
bands of the 80s (e.g.  URH,  Balaton,  Európa Kiadó etc.) and later others who are not really for  
masses (e.g. Másfél, Uzgin Üver). Mainly those bands had concerts this year too who can hardly be  
heard on TV or on commercial radios (of  course there are exceptions like Quimby), there were folk  
bands (e.g. Korog, Kanizsa Csillagai), new talents (e.g. Kiss Erzsi Zene) and bands representing 
the old alternative stream (e.g. András Wahorn or Kampec Dolores).

The audience of the Bahia tent can be described rather with negative terms, the number of high school 
student youngsters coming from Budapest is the lowest here. 

7 We chose those stages which turned out to be the islanders' favourite places in the questionnaires. Those people were ignored - due 
to to the attitude of the festival - who named the main stage as favourite.
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The strongest group of them is the 23-24-year-old generation and the young people coming from the 
towns of the countryside. Mostly they spend above 2000 Fts and their weekend spending strengthens this 
fact significantly, there are just a few who spend between 501 and 1000 Fts. Another attribute of this 
group is that all the three stress  releasing techniques (smoking, drinking alcohol and trying drugs) are 
used more massively by this group than by other islanders. This is also signified by the fact that they 
much less refuse two young groups,  drug takers and punks than the other  islanders in spite of not 
considering themselves the fellows of these groups above average. It is quite interesting that they mainly 
verbalize pessimistic points of view considering their own future. These are the 23-24-year-old college or 
university students from the towns of the countryside who fend the most dilemmas thinking about future 
- we know from other investigations that they are the ones who can clearly see career opportunities and 
also the risks and hampers of these opportunities because of the ties of the countryside. They are much 
more interested in Hungarian bands than the other islanders.

Wanted

Mainly harder music characterized the programme of the Wanted stage,  punk and  hard core. There 
were also bands here (similarly to Bahia) which are hardly known to TV and radio listeners (except  
fom e.g. Üllői úti Fák), but those  who visít rock clubs regularly and like these streams, knew these  
names quite well.

The audience of the Wanted Stage can be described most thoroughly, they are boys mainly attending vocational 
school or working after having finished vocational school. 
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those youth centralist youngsters who ignore adult society or its institutions  massively and highly 
appreciate belonging to a peer group. According to their spending habits they represent extremities, both 
marginal categories appear, the group of spending less than 500 Fts and the group of spending above 
5000 Fts; the second is more obvious, since the visitors of Wanted Stage spend above 5000 Fts during 
the  weekend. Considering opinions about youth group styles  they refuse skins even more than the 
others and that's no wonder because the regular audience of the Wanted consists of more punks than 
usual. Those who consider themselves drug users also stand above average. Despite the fairly young 
age of this generation, there are lots of people here whose parents are not interested in their children 
being on the Island. For it is a young, rebelling group of people seeing its future in a rather pessimistic 
way and  because of the above mentioned facts the rate of regular drinkers (more than 3-4 times  per 
week) is higher than usual and they also try drugs.

Blues-rock
As the name expresses, this stage gave place, first of alI, to the stars of Hungarian heavy metal and blues (Deák Bill, Hobo, 
Attila Mátyás, Tibor Tátrai, Pokolgép, Ossian etc.), but young bands appeared, too.

Other  expectations,  values  and  norms  attach  to  boys than  to  girls,  present  teenagers  get  socialised 
differently than young people in their twenties (e.g. the role of media) and the youngsters grown up in 
different environment (town, village etc.) have not only specific chances but also typical norm and value 
expectations. It is a question, neverthless, that how much these given norms can live together, how much 
they can be potential conflict-carriers, what is the limit of freedom, where is the frontier of individuality. 
Freedom comes with youth life period, there are necessary space of it, but becoming an adutt, married, 
having children means that these laws are not valid anymore. There is another group, at the same time, 
which would like to see these rules in the outer world as well, a constant state from an unrepeatable 
situation,  a permanent  world from a momentary one. From this point of view modern world can have 
separated parts like the internet where everybody can fend their own galaxies.

The Island as A Symbol of A Generation and as An Expressive Label of  Its  World

The islanders' claim to be a part of a community can be interpreted considering two tendencies: becoming 
independent and individualisation. It  appears  in every  important decision (entertainment, school, first 
job, choosing friends, marriage and having children) that decisions must represent my self, but at the same 
time both school, workplace, friendships, marriage and chidren inevitably restrict self identity, therefore the 
social personality becomes psychological  -  a large part of the problems  and questions raise as personal 
difficulties of the individual. That's why it can be perceived that the community, which is useful from the 
selfs  point  of  view  is  chosen  by  the  self  itself,  that's  how  the  choice  of  a  community  gets  more 
appreciation. Ön the other hand, the best possible completion of the self in order to realise its wishes most 
precisely requires the maintenance of attempts and experiencing, often the widening of them towards a 
later age. It became clear from the questionnaires and interviews too that these youngsters represent those 
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2 layers  where  they  came  from  not  through  class  determination  but  their  consumption  (high  school, 
university, college students etc.). But if we look at their life planning and everyday lives, it turns out that 
they become independent earlier than the other members of these layers in general and they try out a lot 
more things and take much more risk (sexual experience, alcohol, drugs, smoking). From this angle they 
are  more  agile,  independent  and  „striking"  personalities  than youngsters  in  general.  This has lots  of 
consequences:  a  succession  of  earlier  independence  is  higher  individualisation  so  chosen  friendships 
within the peer group become more valuable - groups of friends and public space play a bigger role indeed, 
those spaces  where communal life  and conversation can proceed.  Those  groups which are actually 
chosen groups, communities also play a significant role. Such  are punks, who represent themselves with 
more people than regularly among youth,  but it is also true for groups which are underrepresented on the 
Island  (skins  for  example),  they  also  have  ideological  background  considering  forming  a  community. 
Friends,  girlfriends  and  groups  connected  to  some  activities  also  have  importance.  These  chosen 
communities can play a great role in improving the self's agility and on  the other hand they articulate 
problems more seriously during lifestyle-changing (as a result of a marriage or having children), when the 
dilemma is chosing between social  expectations  and  existing community.  That's  why the  community 
forming role of the Island becomes more esteemed, because beyond the rule that one can really be who 
wants  to  and there  are  no restrictions,  it  is  such a  place  where  different  patterns  can  be  chosen, 
personal choices full of doubt can be justified and cure can be found to wounds and problems. This can be 
spiritual consolation and the problems of chosen identity. Otherwise most of the young people are restricted 
in everyday life considering these alternative spaces.  Festivals  like the Island,  with its  huge variety of 
music, patterns and programmes, do not exist in their smaller environment. It was a shocking experience 
for us, too, that the islanders' musical taste completely differ from those levels, which  could be reached 
even in bigger towns in clubs.

The islanders find essential the island feeling, belonging to a community, finding adventures connected 
to interests. We can assume that the Island is a scene where a generation finding alternativity gets together 
again.

We realised during the survey that the Island is the island of the middle class,  which means that the 
young people visiting the Island are mainly students who  become independent  earlier,  have  an  own 
consumer  status and leisure activities  play a  great  role in their lives, which connects them to peer 
groups. This later indicates that following youth cultural patterns characterized by musical streams, which 
do not simply mean music but cultural, consumer and social-political patterns is really significant. It is also 
essential  to  emphasise  that  tolerance  and  acceptance  of  difference  steadily  determines  social-political 
patterns. The question is how much these youngsters represent secondary school, university and college 
students.

An outstanding result of our 1999 inquiry was that while according to class determination, financial 
and  family  circumstances,  aspirations  and  endeavours  youngsters represent the middle class, on 
the other hand they hugely differ in their  independence and consumer patterns from the young people 
represented by them based on origin and class belonging.

Both our secondary school and university surveys make it clear that most of the parents increase into 
middle class, which means that they get into market economy on the levels of petit bourgeoisie and 
middle class and even people with a working class background can manage better, they want to follow civil 
patterns also because of  objective circumstances -  most of the worker parents are employed in private 
economy. This statement especially applies to technical secondary and high school students and it is clear 
among university students. A decisive number of learning youngs on the Island are technical secondary, 
high school, college or university students. This family background is important from two points of view: 
first of all, civilising patterns are followed, thus they bring patterns from home which direct them 
towards life planning, creating a career and market conform behaviour, to be production oriented, which 
is connected to a kind of self-centralism - that the development of their own selves, own abilities and 
making own decisions, gaining experience lead to getting on life. This background makes it possible to 
reach an own consumer status, they have the instruments from an own room, through sports goods to a 
bank card,  which are necessary for  youth of the 90s to live,  form and change their  lives and 
free time independently. These form a basis of changing the life planning of youngsters, they have to be 
independent early, which assumes a kind of "growing independence" from the family, because it means 
that certain life experiences proceed at an earlier life period through leisure activities (they go out 
and have sexual contacts earlier), but this requires earlier work beside studying. These activities move 
towards more time spending within peer groups and it becomes more important to belong to such a group, 
because the lack of it can just be the hamper of getting involved in leisure activities. And they get involved 
earlier and, what is more, they can not exist from a certain point of view without such pattern-broadcasters 
like the media and  consumer industry etc. Becoming independent, however, means bigger and bigger 
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2 distance from family and adutt patterns, but patterns can not be erased, that is why the  world of 
consumption becomes more appreciated.

The youngsters going to the Island mainly differ from the youngs represented by them in the field of 
independence. Though becoming independent as a tendency can be observed in connection with almost 
every youngster, but the process of it and the choice of cultural patterns show significant differences. The 
most important field of independence is leisure and contemporary group activities. The essence of the 
difference is the central position of consumer culture considering free time and cultural patterns. The 
part of the consumer culture which is the easiest to buy. The emerge of entertainment industry except in 
Budapest offers the most commercial forms of behaviour and entertainment patterns not giving enough 
space to alternative culture even to the mainstream of it. Basically this culture has no community places 
the only supply comes from the media (Z+ or certain magazines). This dominance of leisure activities 
forms significantly the communal behaviour patterns,  orientation and  connection forms of youth. 
The marginalisation of alternative cultural patterns means that the independence and the trials are more 
and more determined by dehumanised values and patterns; violent patterns, maintaining the appearance 
of consumption, refusing those who can't afford consumption.

There  is  also a  paradoxon here  for  the Island,  namely that  what  the Island  offers  is  alternative 
culture, but how it is offered often reminds us of the consumer culture's mainstream. It turned out from 
the preliminary interviews and surveys that the layer, which can be a potential consumer on the Island and 
of the alternative culture, has a group, which cannot accept this paradoxon or has at least doubts. Some of 
them still visít the Island because of the unique cultural paletta or friends, for whom the revulsion can be 
neglected, but some stay at home.

The other difficulty is the existing generational gap of ideas about alternative culture. The younger 

generation, mainly the teenagers have grown up with this consumer world and got the alternative cultural 

patterns through the channels of this world, so their important claim is the Island's serving infrastructure. 

They are not stunned when they see the Pepsi zeppelin above the Island. But the otliers (most of the college 

and university students and the career starting intellectuals) reached alternative patterns through completely 

different channels and they rather fend the relationship between alternative and consumer culture 

confronting. 

The Island and The Publicity of Youth Notions
An important side phenomenon of the Island is the growing publicity of different  youth notions. From 
several points of view it is a new thing in Hungary where the youth notion was a state monopoly before the 
90s and there were different theories made by single groups (intellectuals, petit bourgeoisie), but others 
were forbidden and  some were closed out from publicity; these could only be published in the private 
sphere and spread through informal channels. For example a central value of  youngsters assisted by the 
family was materialism in the 80s, but the knowledge, skills  and experience, which were necessary for 
financial managing spread informally within informal or family conversations. Ön the other hand choosing 
ways of managing was often harcpered: lots of youngs went to western countries after finishing secondary 
school to gain knowledge for prosrerity and are hardly available in Hungary and later  they wanted to take 
advantage of the skills they got there. Certain social-historical experiences were also taboo themes, like the 
events of the 1956 revolution,  resettlements after 1945, petit bourgeoisie-small entrepreneur life-forms 
before the Second World War etc. The meeting point of the two notions played a great role with young 
elite  groups  in  the  second  part  of  the  80s,  namely  the  notion  appearing  among  the  suppressed, 
prohibited, opposition forming human intellectuals and the idea coming from the family had a common 
basis. The roots of the Island organisers' youth notion go deep into the critical human intellectual's ideas. 
In the centre of this theory stands the society's critical cognition and the youngsters' active public activities 
and there is a belief that youngsters represent renewal, they are the leader group of social renewal. This 
also means that great independence must be provided for young people, it  must be made possible for 
them to know society from several  points  of  view and  try  out different life-forms and activities. 
Alternative,  underground  art,  literature,  communal and love philosophies get  huge roles in this youth 
notion. This process became represented around the beginning of the decade fed by a nostalgia deriving 
from  the  radical  student  movements  of  the  60s  which  is  also  a  Hungarian  phenomenon,  because 
underground music, arts and culture get publicity for the first time.
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2 The other idea about youth,  which can be called the youth notion of globalised  world, thoroughly 
transformed in the 90s. Its centre point is financial prosperity, career, which incorporate in the philosophy of 
multinational companies and they recognised  that youngsters are one of the most important consumers, 
they handle with extreme  care the independence of youth and offer life-form patterns, in which beauty, 
power and dynamics dominate.

The third idea stresses that youngsters must be kept on a short leash. According to this concept the 
growing independence of youth, consumption and materialism as central values cause bigger 
endangerment among youth and aduit society; events like the Island become the basis of spreading 
endangerment. A typical example of it was announcing the Island a Drug-Island, where not the 
factors what is the reason of drugspreading are questioned but it becomes a principle that the Island 
is one of the most important drug place. This idea about youth does not even try to interpret what is 
behind coloured nails, hairs, extreme clothes and parts of the body, however, it almost declares that youth 
is the group society does not need because with bad patterns they even spoil who are still worthy.

The Image of Media about Youth and Island

"Hungarian youngsters are two million three hundred and fourteen thousand four hundred persons. The white,  
blue, green haired girls  dressed into plastic  off-the peg clothes  are rather  naked, techno fanatics  wearing moon 
exploring shoes, in loose trousers recalling a bad working overall and the grafitti  drawer in a baseball hat almost  
covering the eyes and the hip-hop or rap fan, the bushy haired, brushy bearded tattooed biker rocker, the post-hippie girl  
wearing a plastic shirt full of flowers found in the mother's wardrobe and belly button-expressing loose trousers or the 
the metal fan wearing a leather jacket full of pins and a black shirt demonstrating bloody horror scenes belong to  
youth as well. " (Vájna 1997)

According  to  Gábor  Tanczer,  a  journalist  of  the  Népszava,  the  islanders  represent  several  styles. 
"Crested punks, hyperblonde ravers wearing sunglasses even in the evening, the tattooed ultratrivial rocker biker, the 
rapper wearing shorts and basketball shoes and the long haired university student wearing a white shirt, they all can go 
ahead peacefully. " These different individuals have a same attribute according to the journalist that: „everyone gets 
equally drunk by midnight. " (Tan(zer 1997)

If we want to make up groups of the islanders then there are two kinds of youngsters according 
to  the  philosophy  of  islanding.  The  majority  consists  of  those  who  have  certain  ideas  about  some 
programmes they come in to see. But only the other camp can feel good, who sink into this temporary 
state of being. Who don't get used neither to others, programmes and nor to financials, who don't plan just 
accept adventure peacefully given by Fate.

Public opinion sees only those youngsters in connection with the Island who are dirty, claimless and 
wallow in mud. There are  only drunkards,  campingers  without the  permission of their parents and 
alcoholists  according  to  these  opinions.  Media  fortify  this  point  of  view too.  Pictures  presented  in 
newspapers show only punks and sleeping young people in boots in front of tents or among garbage or left 
things.  The Island  is  a  swamp  full  of  loose  urges,  it  is  the  gathering  por  of  uncontollable 
youngsters.

The most extreme example telis a story about islanders visiting Lukács swimming pool, which turned to a 
caffé in the tale. „Torn rockers and crested punks from the countryside wearing boots" appeared in front of the pool - 
then the article: "There was quite panic. Carefully painted ladies cried for the instructor: who let these gooks int They sure 
haven't had a bath for ages. What about water and rest? Sunbathers gathered around on the terrace to have a look at the 
untamed animals from a safe distance. They got an own dressing room under strict control. The soft, cultured audience probably 
felt a sudden growth of adrenaline levei. They demanded lock-out. They quoted from the rules and regulations, they surely don't  
have swimming caps. Then they had. They put them on and went to the snack-bar instead of the pool. They avoided 
water."(Népszabadság 1997) This short detail doesn't need any comments. But let's go on reading the articies 
about the Island's youth.

It is interesting why this and similar images have come into being. Most of the people have negative 
opinions:  "as  if the slough itself would flourish under the  shaded trees,  wallowing injected  crackheads,  drunks 
drowning in vomit, rockers and punks punching each  other  "

Some walking would be enough on the Island-to prove people full of prejudice that things really do 
not fit in with their imagination.

Journalists even have personal opinions. These are the most interesting and valuable writings. Péter 
Uj, for example, is a journalist for Népszabadság who takes care of the Student Island. He poses the 
question in a writing that why the Island is a sinful thing. His answer is, because it is a great party 
where  youngsters  feel  good and  makes citizens  furious.  "Bursting citizens  can be heard fora  week's  
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2 time."(Uj, 1997)
Tivadar Farkasházi also thanks for the organisers and youngsters that he could be there and could 

enjoy the festival.
"An elderly man like me can hardly hangon around dawn, he is glad to reach a taxi. But he is smiling in the cab 

feeling comfortable, because he realises that here on the Island, despite the dust, warmth, constant fear of sinking 
into the flood of people, he could feel young again. " (Tyápai, 1997)

The interpretation of the Island works in the same way as the introduction of youth, „the bad boys", 
to be more precise.

The journalists of Mai Nap see the essence of Island as follows:
"Party time. Seven days and seven nights long, like in a fairy tale. Theatre and concert,  lectures and 

movie, cabaret and circus, conversion and drog aid, programme for kids, free university. The Student Island 
stands on the opposite of  rumour, it is not the nest of  sin, not the alfa and Omega of  decay. The student island,• 
cultural island. Or rather.• one-week long cultural camping. That's it, this is the attractive and interesting part of  
it. Of course one can break away from home and the city and letgatherfor a week together, but the essence is not that  
and not the mass of  concerts. Uarietas delectat: variety makes pleasure. Almost half million people come to feel  
pleasure in that sense. That's the only multicultural festival in the world. The key is versatility. " (Mai Nap 
1998)

A more extravagant opinion from Magyar Hírlap:
"A colourful mass of people, about 150 000 faces a week, inside. At least this number but may-be ten times 

more  threatened  faces,  outside.  The  biggest  Duna  parly,  hills  of  garbage,  concerts,  movies,  theatre,  
amusement park. Circus. Some hundred thousand litres of alcohol and Pepsi. Island It is said to be cultural and 
not so much.  Missionaries  based on business.  Multicultural grilling,  civil clothing  at the week end.  A fair 
celebrating ecumen ism.  Count ry  image forming mediamix. Militarial framework. Guarding protecting 
punching. A lot of hopeless and tedious hours. Sometimes only ecstasy.

Island in the Duna, several thousand hopeless Sindbads dissolved into a hundred thousand consumers. Rezső Soltész and 
Zolee Ganxsta at the same place, threatenedly Galopping Coroners. Funny foreign guests; stars? Althgough it's sure,  
that's the only island around. " (Török-Sengel, 1998)

The situation of Hungarian youth and especially the islanders was as most tragically described in a 
church newspaper:

"Youth signifying the Hungarian future had a party on the island, Tvs and radios transmitted the neves and 
the more times the pictures of it can be seen or the neves can be heard about the happenings, the more moves the humane  
people' throats and hearts made. Perhaps it is not even Hungarian youth, only deviant, neurotic and oral typesgather 
up there?[...] Because if it is really the whole Hungarian youth, then it is the end. The girls who can be seen there - I  
only refer to the pictures of media -, will hardly be normal mothers, the boys won't be men, only creatures recalling 
human beings,  with anthropological defzeiencies  and the missing link (the  missing piece between humanity  and 
monkey) will be found here on they way of de-evolution. (...J We couldn't beleive our eges: two confusedly dressed 
girls embracing each other,  laughing,  boasting with a primitive vocabulary  on the TV screen that they just got  
married offícially,  and  then they kissed each other to prove that -  and cameraman didn't turn away in disgust.  "  
(Ribár 1998)

Religious Communities Represented on the Island and Their Representatives Image about 
Islanders 8

We  could  see  in  the  previous  chapter  that  János  Ribár  Lutheran  minister  simply  interprets 
islanding as the tragedy of Hungarian youth in the  Evangélikus Élet (1998),  which results in distorted 
mothers and boys become humanlike beings with an anthropological deficit.

Tamás Marton represents  an opposite view in the same newspaper  (Evangélikus  Élet, 13.08.1998,  
3.p.) where he emphasises the activity of religious groups and churches beside organisers and finds it 
necessary for the Lutheran church to get there next time. This, as it turned out, wouldn't happen.

The assistants  of religious communities  on the Island formulated their thoughts  somewhat  more 
softly, but it is clear that two massive opinions emerged during the interviews.

The first group consists of Chábád Lubavitch, Evangelist Whitsun Community and H. N. Advent 

8 The following religious communities' representatives were asked by Virág Török: Chábád Lubavitch Youth 
Association, the Family, Evangelical Whitsunner Community, Church of Esoteric

Doctrines, 7th Day Advent Church, Krsna Faith Community.
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2 Church's  helpers'  opinions.  This  ser  of  opinions have both positive  and  negative parts. It clearly 
turns  out  that  most  of  the  islanders  look  for  something,  mainly  the  possibilities  of  self-realisation. 
Rebellion plays the biggest role in this process  according to them. Revolving has its own instruments: 
drugs, alcohol, rejecting the present system, irregular clothing, hairstyle and musical taste, licentiousness 
in sex and cursing. The Island is the most proper ground for this rebel attitude, because it can give the 
feeling  that  youngs  can  find  what  they're  seeking.  Everything  is  possible  on  the  island,  there  is 
absolute freedom and equality here  -  they think youngsters  come  here full  of such ideas. They feel 
sorry for them, because they think youngsters seek  self-realisation at the wrong place and choose bad 
ways.

The leader of Adventists thinks that the basic attributes of an islander rather refer to a provisional state which goes with 
age.

Two Whitsunners relate this behaviour to sin and the so-called satanic-demonic bands:

"Well, I feel pity that they sank into sin and they have no goals and they seek happiness in drugs, alcohol and sexuality 
and such things [...]"

(a man, age 22)

"There was a rather satanistic concert, VHK is rather satanistic-like, we went there, in order to pray, to dissolve the effect of the 
music on youngsters, because it definitely was a concert calling on satan and demons[...]"

(a woman, age 21)

Their  leader  had  an  interesting  opinion:  according  to  him,  equipment  of  self realisation like  torn clothes and 
boots, punk hair are only masks which are used for a week by intellectual youngsters in the name of self-realisation. They are 
simple parade  rockers  and  parade  punks  who  are  not  even  close  to  those  who  practised  there  lifestyles  sharply. 
Opinions about intellectual youngsters were varied.

While the Whitsunners said that mainly intellectual youngs attended them and they thought them to be on Island in a 
high rate, a member of Lubavitch Association complained that their group lacks mainly intellectuals:

"[...] I would be more happy, if more intellectuals were here, students who are rather interested than drunks, because drunks usually 
just fali in. We handle them with the  same pleasure, but actually I would find time turned to intellectuals somewhat more 
meaningful."

The notions  about  the  visitors'  composition  were  quite  homogene  apart  from the  above mentioned example.  Our 
interviewees thought that the main motivating factors are fun, spontaneous curiousity and the possibility of making contacts 
with others. This last one was considered to be essential. According to them the bad reputation of the Island holds back lots 
of people because of the press' negative campaign. Those who dislike Island-life and style stay out, too.

Everybody agreed that during this huge searching-for-self-realisation young people are really open to faith and everything else, even 
religious conversation. Therefore it never occured that someone would have left the EWC-bus after 5 minutes. Every group suffered 
some atrocities, but only the members of the Jewish group had to face direct aggression (someone painted the name of Auschwitz on the 
tent and they also had problems with skins), though they also shared the others' opinion: they were treated very positively. 
Someone damaged the teabus of the Whitsunners, but they thought it wasn't because of their religion; a Franciscane monk was with 
them on the Island and his clothing was cursed.

The  interviews made with the Family represent another opinion. They had only positive impressions about the Island. 
This  significantly  different  opinion  mainly  chrystalised through  the interview with  the singer-composer  of  the Family's 
band.

"I love them, so I feel as if I was one of them. [...] I understand these people much more than those who don't come here."
(a man, age 27, member of The Family)

This common feeling is given by the philosophy of rebellion: they are not satisfied with the system they are forced to 
live in, that life is only a rush for money and living. (Certainly it is good to know in connection with The Family that 
among their  basic issues there is rebellion against the present system and bands.) His life is an  example of this this life-
feeling as well:

"This world, where it goes, no thank you, I won't work in this - that's how I saw it.
I was a lot more furious then, I didn't know for what, only the whole system and
lifestyle it could offer to me in the beginning of the 80s. Hungary, I did not want it."
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2 (a man, age 27, member of The Family)

That's  why he  felt  disgust  in  connection  with  every kind  of bands like  school,  army,  permanent  workplace.  Their 
community,  The Family  and the members  of  it  have  the  ability to stay away from the system spiritually,  but they can 
completely fit in with the islanders from this point of view:

"Those who think a bit the same way come here, I guess. [...] They may not be satisfied with the system they live in. So 
they try to do something for themselves for which they are longing deep in their hearts at least for a week [...]"

(a man, age 27, member of The Family)

It can be stated free from different aspects that not only musical streams, clothing styles and alternative lifestyles can 
be the beacons helping the youngsters in their search, but it seems that religion can also have such role in their lives.

The Islanders about Themselves - the Islanders' Image about Youth and the Island
Almost every interview made on the Island contains sentences like:

"It is good for people that so many youngsters are together here."
(1997, a girl from Budapest)

"A new generation has grown up, a new festival generation and other."
(1998, a man from Budapest, age 25)

No matter  how many questions have been asked,  this feeling couldn't  have  been  formulated better. 
It  turns  out  from our observations  walking  through the Island  that  the  essence of  the  difference  of  this 
generation is the fact  that  it  adapted weli  to the  conditions of  the years  spent  at  work  or  school  in  the 
'90s.  They accept  the  services  which  were  transformed in the '90s  by Hungarian economy and society 
while they are increasingly isolated from adult society and mainly from public characters and institutions 
of  it  -  the  fali  of  communism  and  the  emerge  of  the  new  market  system  played  a  great  role  in  this 
process.

"Q: How old were you at the change of regime? A: 19.
Q: What did the change of regime mean to you?
A: Most people thought before it that they would always have a workplace they would go on there on the 
sly and that's all. When changes came our generation could adapt to it at the age of 19-20. The olders 
couldn't.  The  fathers  of  two friends  of  mine  commited  suicide,  They lost  their  jobs.  That's  how I 
consider the change of regime. The older generation coudn't get accustomed and state did not help them 
through. They either hanged themselves or became alcoholic."

(1999, a manírom Marcali, age 29, he recently sells newspapers,
his ski11 is programming computer repairing)

This  means  too  that  youngsters  increasingly  move  away  from  those  youth  concepts  which  are 
offered  to  them  by  the  aduit  society.  It  is  also  striking  that  how  great  indifference  is  displayed 
against  politicians  representing  the  republic  (we  asked  it  regularly  in  1997,  what  were  their  opinions 
about  politicians  visiting  the  Island  and  drawing  off  beer  etc.,  most  of  the  interviewees  hadn't  even 
noticed  their  appearance,  those  who  had,  just  pulled  their  shoulders.)  Separation  from  the  aduit 
society and its institutions and the importance of being together are usually stressed, they represent a 
new  generation  while  they  are  more  consciously  isolating  from  the  aduit  society  and  mainly  from its 
political organs -  this  phenomenon  can  be  interpreted  as  a  new youth  concept  is  gaining  shape.  This 
new  concept  is  well  reflected  in  an  article  written  by  a  21-year-old  university  student  through  the 
summary of Island interviews made with islanders.

Details from the writing of Gábor Vályi titled "Soft Generation" (Népszabadság, 4.10.1997, LVI 232. ed.)

"I don't deal with politics and thes clearest reason is the unwise utilisation of parties and politicians' TV screen possibilities - the 
adventures of Bugs Bunny and his friends are far more amusing, colourful, interesting, and unfortunately realistic on Cartoon 
Network. What happens there is at least pure speech: cartoon figures play gags wrapped into more or less violence. They are 
simple, but don't even want to look different."

"I have nothing to say about politics, I don't care about the results of the next elections. Since it has 
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2 been clear for everybody that the only aim of the parties of the parliament is to possess power and 
they are willing to do almost everything for it [...]  There is no point where I am involved, I feel 
that they play above me and I am not the only one with that."

"If I can do, I don't watch programmes dealing with politics, and I neglect the newspapers' home 
affair pages very thoroughly, because beside the lack of  amusement they also lack information 
(thus they contain lots of uninterpretable verbiage). In information society simply Chere is no time 
for informational pauses, only if they serve relaxation."

"Some politicians think that they deserve the citizens' votes if they stop the noise. [...] They do so 
as if the whole republic's interest were silence and youngs are locked out.

The guards of the republic stop the young on the street and search them, if they  look like 
crackers and they ruin several  thousand people's entertainment with  razzias carried out in 
clubs. Since the material can't be caught neither at the border  nor at the dealers, they want to 
convince  the  majority  by  trying  to  threaten  the  consumers  that  they  in  control  of  the 
situation."

The  Island  and  other  surveys  show that  a  new generation  has  emerged  by  the  end  of  the 
90s,  which  is  wealthier,  considers  civil  values,  thinks  of  autonomy,  freedom  and  chance  for 
choice  as  central  values.  This  generation  came  into  being  under  circumstances  when,  beside 
saying some stereotypes,  the adult  society has almost  always neglected it (change of educational 
system, transformation of institutional  structure  concerning youngs  and change  of  economic  and 
cultural  circumstances).  If  it  was  taken  into  account  then  it  was  formulated  as  "problems  of 
youth"  (drugs,  hooligans,  sexual  life  of  youngsters),  then  colourful  programmes  were  made  on 
"designing  desks".  This  process  suggests  the  birth  of  a  new generation  gap,  whose  essence is 
the increasing isolation of the new generation from the adult society and its institutions.

The Island  gave  not  only publicity  to  different  youth  concepts,  that  could  even  be  said,  if 
these concepts were not published in summarised forms, first of all because they often appear in 
different  clothing  -  like  the  volume  debate,  whose  first  reason  is  clearly  the  assurance  of  the 
citizens'  relaxation,  but  if  we  go  further  then  it  is  also  a  battle  of  cultural-political  angles  and 
people  standing on different  sides.  One of  the  interviewees  formulated  what  the  installment  of 
the noise reducing tents meant:

"These tents are not good, the tents, which were stood around stages. It's a tragedy. So far it was 
good that people stood everywhere, one could watch them dancing,  laughing, chasing each other, 
and now you go in, there is a brutal mars, bloody warm air, you can't see anything, or you go to the 
pub. That's not so nice."

(1998. a man from Budapest-Tata, age 29)

The Island's history and our inquiries made there justify that a forum is needed where youngsters can 
try out  cultural  patterns,  but  indirectly they are under a certain  control considering both culture and 
entertainment,  and  they  can  verbalise  their  conflicts  and  problems  (e.g.  in  the  drug  tent,  AIDS 
enlightening tent etc.) and can gain a community experience.

The Islanders and The Hungarian Youngsters of The Nineties
We get a complete picture about islanders, if we compare them with those who did not  visit the festival.y 

Comparing those young people who had already visited the Island in some year (whose rate is 29% within 
the whole survey) and those who plan to go there  (35%) with the rest of the students, the islanders are a 
significant group of people within the students. We can see that the rate of those who want to visit the 
Island increases within the given pattern.

The most  significant  difference between visitors,  will-be islanders  (1.  group)  and  other  students  (2. 
group) can be observed in life planning and way of living. This, on one hand, means that the youngsters 
belonging to the first group become independent earlier and they form their lives more actively. These are 
represented well with the  data that the first  group's  consumer status is  higher  than that  of students'  in 
general, however, they do different jobs more actively. It can be said that they live a more intensive life than 
other students. Founding a family and having children become later  dates in their life planning; so they 
concentrate more on their future careers.  There is  another essential difference between the two groups 
that independence means increased individualisation an endanger for youngsters. It seems that two ways of 
leading their lives formed among university students: the first type steps back into the private sphere and 
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2 rather looks for help within the family, the other tries to face challenges with increasing communal activity. 
The  group  of  islanders  is  rather  characterized  by a  more active  community life  and join certain  active 
community  forms  (arts,  cultural  groups,  right  protecting  groups,  movements,  hobby  circles,  religious 
organisations). So communal activity is not simply determined by spending free time but also civil group 
commitments characterize islanders, which affirm that seeing different tensions they try to do against them 
within the framework of a chosen community. Another significant attribute of the first group is that they 
much more tolerate difference than regular university students. Individualisation and bigger responsibility 
deriving from independence attach to an idea of life which finds a community important, too. The two ways 
of modern life concept can be shown by using different services and entertainment forms. Island visitors 
and will-be islanders certainly accept the new service forms which rear their heads in everyday life (fast food 
restaurants,  solariums)  in  the  same  way,  but  perhaps  there  is  a  slight  difference  in  consumption  that 
alternative and art  approaches have a bigger  role,  for example they attend art  cinemas more times than 
university students regularly, so certain  parts  of  elite  culture  embed much in  consumption to  a  larger 
extent.

°A significant group of youngsters was chosen to make the comparison: the university students. 253 people were asked on the University of 
Technics of Budapest (BME) in June, 2000. (N=253).

It also has to be stressed, that more intensive work and varient trials which characterize the islanders, 
are  related  to  a  higher  rate  of  trving  out  stress  releasing  techniques  and  more  intensive  forms  of 
entertainment and spending free time. Both alcohol and smoking, but mainly drugs are tried out in a 
higher rate among them than students in general (but it has to be mentioned that these factors are high 
among university students). Trying out stress releasing techniques is part of these attempts. It  is also 
important to mention that the first group differs from the other in spending money for amusement: they 
spend below 500 Fts in an extremely low rate but those who spend above 5000 Fts per night are in a 
higher rate.

Generally it can be stated that the islanders respond to recent changes well, which is new in it that 
they themselves try to defend against changes sensing dangers and problems, so they do not decrease 
their activity, however try to realise those community forms, which make possible to face them.

It must be seen that there is another upcoming alternative, the yuppie lifestyle,  where everything 
can just come after the financial aspects. There are such groups of university students who want to live 
in  an  elegant  way,  want  to  attend  such  clubs  where  they  are  serviced,  they  want  to  represent 
themselves and it is not the life-form, which would mean any kind of community concern - it is a high 
rate of consumption.

When we compare the two groups, the scales' beam moves towards the islanders, because they are 
those who are more communal, who more embed the the parts of elite culture into their entertainment, 
who better get used to the challenges of the new age in their life planning and way of living. They use 
new techniques better, on the contrary, prejudices about the Island are really massive among university 
students often full of emotion (regularly returning words to describe the Islanders are: fucking cracker, 
maggot, peasant, asshole), which cannot simply be explaine with stereotypes about the Island. Another 
returning thought  is  that  one  won't  visit  the Island  because  of not having the kind of friends and 
disliking that music, but it occured even among university students that the family won't let them go 
there. The Island's image is basically a battlefield of opinions about the Island, of life concepts, points of 
views, ways of living and perhaps most significantly of different reactions given to recent challenges.
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